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				ABSTRACT
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is one of the most widely used economic

development tools in the nation. In 2008, Charleston, South Carolina, designated the Cooper
River Bridge neighborhood (CRBN) as its fourth TIF district. The planning process is now
underway, and many large redevelopment projects have already started construction.

Private investors will receive funding to develop vacant lots and revitalize dilapidated

properties, and the City will benefit economically from new property taxes added to the
revenue roll. City officials have anticipated the economic change this TIF district will

provide, but have they properly anticipated the changes that will occur to the socio-cultural
and historic fabric of the CRBN?

The City of Charleston states the main goal in redevelopment process is to re-knit

the CRBN. However, a social, cultural, and historic resources inventory of this community
has never been completed. TIF districts radically transform neighborhood conditions,
but will these transformations have a positive or negative impact on the re-knitting

this community? City officials cannot measure the successes and failures of TIF district
implementation without having a foundation on which to base analysis. Developing

a holistic inventory, termed a Neighborhood Snapshot Inventory (NSI), of the current

condition of the CRBN will inform decision makers on how to proceed with redevelopment
projects, and guide them in reaching their primary goal of re-knitting this neighborhood.

The existing historic and cultural fabric of this neighborhood is threatened by this

redevelopment change and physical demolition. Decision makers should analyze the NSI for
existing potential assets and resources the CRBN provides. The City hopes the CRBN will

attract private developers whom will construct new businesses, thus generating economic

revenue. Yet; true success of the redevelopment of the CRBN is only achievable if the social
aspects and existing historic fabric of CRBN are incorporated as well.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In Charleston, South Carolina, as elsewhere, economic development policies improve

the economic, political, and social well-being of communities by encouraging development

in impoverished or underdeveloped urban areas. These improvement policies come with a

range of outcome goals such as, environmental sustainability, infrastructure improvements,
increased revenue, or expansion of social services like health care and education facilities.
To achieve these and other fundamental redevelopment goals, economic development

policies traditionally focus on tax incentives and infrastructure improvements. In 1983,
the City of Charleston incorporated Tax Increment Financing (TIF) as a means of public

financing for public improvement projects in hopes to accommodate and encourage future

economic growth. TIF is a mechanism that allows municipalities to use future property tax
revenue to fund redevelopment projects in blighted areas. It is intended to spur economic
growth in struggling areas and is currently the most widely used economic development
tool among the nation’s local governments. 1

Economically, TIF has worked extraordinarily well for Charleston. Funds allocated

from TIF have revitalized derelict properties, thus adding them to the tax base and

increasing revenues. The approval of the Cooper River Bridge Neighborhood (CRBN) TIF
makes it the fourth TIF district approved in Charleston since 1985. All three previous TIF
districts have accomplished rapid, extensive, social and economic redevelopment. The

unique circumstances of the CRBN position it as an ideal case study to address questions
about the socio-cultural and historic preservation related shifts which come with TIF

district implementation. First, the CRBN is a culturally unique neighborhood with deeply

embedded African American history. Second, the architecture found here is unique to the

rest of the peninsula and is home to dozens of potential historic structures. Finally, because

1 John Kovari, “Too Much or Not Enough? A Statistical Analysis of Tax Incremental Financing
in Wisconsin,” Public Policy Forum: Research Brief 97, no.3 (2009):2.
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the district is in the planning phases, this thesis affords the chance to provide significant
data to involved decision-makers to guide their redevelopment focus.

Economic growth can be successful in many ways. It can increase a city’s tax

base, create jobs, and revitalize a blighted area. Yet, it nevertheless comes at a price -

both monetarily and intrinsically. Monetarily, a project intended to inspire economic

growth, like Charleston’s Gaillard Auditorium, can cost the City large sums of money. The
Gaillard’s outdated facilities and inadequate equipment are undergoing renovations to

become a world-class performance hall, banquet hall, and civic space. The new design will

complement the historic architecture of the surrounding neighborhood, as well as provide

revenue producing events that will help strengthen the local economy. The budget for this
project is projected at upwards of $142 million dollars, half of which is funded by TIF.
Intrinsically, economic growth promoting projects can have unintentional

consequences. These include, social exclusion of minorities, low-income, and poorly

educated residents; shifts in the overall sense of place and alterations of historic urban

fabric. The high-end events projected to take place in the new Gaillard Center will cater

mainly to wealthy residents and tourists. This is sure to be an economic success for the City
since surrounding property values will significantly increase, adding revenue to the City’s

budget. Yet, with the East Side , a predominantly low-income neighborhood, situated within
walking distance, that sudden rise in property values will cause gentrification; as well as an
increase in class polarization and social exclusion.

The East Side CRBN in downtown, peninsular Charleston, received approval as a

TIF district in 2007, thus earmarking it for massive economic development (see Figure

1.1). A full pre-assessment of the CRBN’s social, cultural, and historic features is essential
to understand how the socio-cultural and historic fabric of the neighborhood has, or will
change.

This assessment will be the most effective way to measure the intentional and

2

Figure 1.1 CRBN TIF District Boundaries
Created by Author

unintentional outcomes of the CRBN redevelopment. Prior to of TIF approval, socio-

economic studies are done on the proposed district. These studies primarily focus on

societal conditions, and are used to gauge the economic shift a redevelopment project

anticipates to generate. The socio-economic studies assist in establishing the goals sought

by introducing an economic development policy. These described outcomes can range from
changing inner-city populations, new developments, revitalizing existing neighborhoods

through rezoning , or the implementation of economic incentives such as TIF agreements.

Not only does the economic climate of the development area change, but so does the social,

cultural, and physical fabric. Located within this physical fabric are potential hidden historic
resources. These outcomes drive questions such as: are these changes seen as positive or

negative, and for whom? To what extent does TIF implementation affect the existing historic
physical and socio-cultural fabric of a neighborhood? How do these changes relate to
historic preservation goals?

3

Typical economic models used to analyze a TIF district tend to study economic

change and measure resulting change in socio-conditions. This thesis proposes a different
model, one that incorporates a focus on the cultural disruption created by extensive

economic change, as well as the unintended social ramifications of the physical changes
to the neighborhood. This shift in perspective will be modeled by creating a holistic

assessment of the CRBN neighborhood. This assessment gives planners and developers
a unique ‘snapshot in time’ of this area. This type of snapshot, termed a Neighborhood

Snapshot Inventories (NSI), will give planners and developers baseline information needed
to make redevelopment decisions that are sensitive to the diverse socio-cultural and

historic fabric of the CRBN. Specific to the CRBN, this thesis can inform future decisions
regarding redevelopment in this historically sensitive area.

It is not uncommon to find economic development related studies that have

completed inventory assessments in advance of undertaking a project, but it is rare to
find projects that have performed both pre- and post- implementation assessments.

Furthermore, and as mentioned previously, the studies tend to be economic rather than
socio-cultural. As a result, qualitative community level aspects, such as: quality of life,

professional growth opportunity, sense of fear, and degree of community engagement are

not captured. These aspects tend to encompass a high degree of subjectivity. While they can
be observed they cannot be measured numerically. Although qualitative factors are more
abstract and harder to measure, they are an integral part of the assessment. Community

aspect variables incorporated into the CRBN pre-assessment, undertaken here, include both
quantitative and qualitative data. Quantitative variables include crime, income and race.
There are many factors to consider when assessing the success of TIF, and it should also

be stressed that while TIF projects may fall short fiscally, they may succeed brilliantly in

a qualitative way. These alternative dimensions of success are often not recognized. Thus,
pre - and post- TIF implementation assessments should not merely illustrate economic

results, but include consideration of intangible social factors as well as historic and cultural

4

resources. This approach would give a more holistic ‘snapshot’ of that community at that
particular place in time.

The proposed pre-TIF district assessment is designed to assist in answering the

question: How can Charleston redevelop the CRBN to be a sustainable community while
ensuring the historic and social fabric of the neighborhood is preserved? It is broadly

accepted that the implementation of TIF into a particular district will change the socio-

economic status of that area. Less known is how much, and in what specific ways it will
change. The pre-evaluation primarily serves to inform city planners, developers, and

interested citizens as they determine what the redeveloping area should look like. The preevaluation also stands as documentation for the neighborhood and provides a baseline in

which to gauge the success of the TIF. An assessment like this will be a useful mechanism to
allow planners to tailor and manage the TIF districts to the needs of the culturally distinct
CRBN. Including cultural and historic information in this evaluation can better inform

decision makers about how the redevelopment should be structured and implemented.

Without an NSI, measuring the changes in the cultural, social, economic, and historic fabric
are impossible.

TIF districts invariably offer opportunities for district constituents to radically

transform neighborhood conditions. The essential aim of TIF implementation is to move
a neighborhoods community from one that is stagnant, to one that is sustainable. Our

definition of sustainability is expanding and now includes socio-economic dimensions.

What does it mean to be sustainable? Sustainability is a multifaceted, complex term that is

relevant to a diverse number of professional fields including environmentalism, economics,
and sociology. A sustainable community, in this study, is defined as a place where people
want to live and work, now and into the future; where resources and energy meet the

diverse needs of existing and future residents, and contribute to a high quality of life; while

preserving the natural, cultural, and built environment for the needs of future generations.2
2 Sir John Egan, The Egan Review: Skills for Sustainable Communities (United Kingdom:
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In the years to come, increasing populations in urban areas will play a large factor

in the success or failure of a city’s social and economic sustainability. By 2030, 75 percent
of the world’s 9 billion people will live in cities.3 To accommodate and serve the growing

population, it is crucial to build and maintain local economies that will anchor capital in the
community. In fitting with a primary tenant of sustainable community, economic vitality is
the primary objective of TIF investments.

Although not always framed as compatible, economic viability of a neighborhood

is also a foundational condition for community-wide preservation. Ensuring the stability
of the socio-cultural and historic features of a neighborhood is vital to preserving a

community. Without economic sustainability, the future of social, historic, and culturally rich
communities is threatened. Economic stabilization of communities, and TIF districts as an
implementation, tool allow preservation and planning interests to align. Though critically

central, the objective of economic vitality should not be the only intended outcome of such
redevelopment plans. To enable the difficult redevelopment decisions, monitor changes,

and quantify the results in years to come a holistic pre-TIF implementation assessment is
necessary.

As a small-scale version of this suggested process, this study examines the

relationship between TIF implementation and its anticipated impacts on the socio-economic
and historic fabric of the CRBN. This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter

argues the importance of placemaking.4 Chapter Two evaluates economic incentives , with
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2004).

3 Joan Clos I Matheau, UN-HABITAT, Executive Director. Quoted in Why Public Spaces Matter:
Placemaking and the Futures of Cities, Project for Public Spaces, Inc., 2012
4 Placemaking is a term that began to be used in the 1970s by architects and planners to
describe the process of creating squares, plazas, parks, streets and waterfronts that will
attract people because they are pleasurable or interesting... Placemaking capitalizes on a
local community’s assets, inspiration, and potential, ultimately creating good public spaces
that promote people’s health, happiness, and well- being. Placemaking is both a process and
a philosophy.
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a focus on TIF practices in South Carolina. Case studies and an in-depth methodology
constitute Chapter Three. An examination of the CRBN, with an developing NSI, is

discussed in Chapter Four. To conclude, Chapter five offers findings, recommendations, and
closing remarks. The research agenda is to provide city planners, developers, and citizens

the opportunity to make redevelopment decisions in the CRBN neighborhood that will not
only be economically successful, but will support the sustainability of the diverse cultural
and social aspects of this community, as well as incorporate a perspective sensitive to the
existing historic fabric of this community.

What is Placemaking? Project for Public Spaces” www.pps.org
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CHAPTER TWO
SUSTAINABLE PLACEMAKING
Historic preservationists and urban planning professionals’ approach to revitalizing

the CRBN are generally considered contrasting. Urban planners promote renewal,

while preservationists encourage conservancy. In order to have both professional fields
participate in the revitalization of the CRBN, the important question to ask is, “How can
this significant redevelopment be sensitive to the community’s historic roots, while

simultaneously producing revitalization in a way that ensures community sustainability?”

Since culture, community development, and sustainability are interconnected, as discussed
in the introduction, the CRBN should strive for this balance. Sustainable community

development is concerned not just with retaining local industries, services, and resources,

but also with doing so in an environmentally, economically, and socially beneficial manner.
It increasingly recognizes the need to
incorporate culture and creativity in
community planning.1

While there are a multitude of

sustainability models to consider, this
thesis will reference the four-pillar

model of sustainability. 2 (See Figure
1.1) This model incorporates four

Figure 2.1 Four-Pillars of Sustainability

interlinked dimensions: environmental

Adapted from Melbourne Principles for
Sustainable Cities Statement

responsibility, economic health, social

1
The Four-Pillars of Sustainability, CECC-Cultural Research Salon-SFU, March 31,
2006.
2
Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities statement “Melbourne Principles for 		
Sustainable Cities” (in English). UNEP & ICLEI. 2002-08-21. http://www.iclei.org/		
fileadmin/user_upload/documents/ANZ/WhatWeDo/TBL/Melbourne_Principles.		
pdf. Retrieved 6 August 2012
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equity, and cultural vitality. The basic model of sustainability comprises of economic,

environmental, and social components; however, the inclusion of the cultural pillar is a

relatively new phenomenon. The cultural element stresses the important role that culture
plays in defining our attitudes, values, and behaviors. Using this approach is essential
in establishing the centrality of using a cultural lens for evaluating the impacts TIF

implementation in creating sustainable communities. The City of Charleston can reference
this model to emphasize cultural activities and the arts as a way to foster social inclusion,
cultural diversity, urban revitalization, public housing, health, historic preservation, and
sustainable development.

The term sustainable development has been criticized for its vagueness, obscurity, and

immeasurability. French philosopher Luc Ferry stated “who would like to be a proponent of
untenable development? Of course no one... The term is more charming than meaningful.”3
Yet sustainability can be meaningful, there just need to be clearer project-specific goals

paired with mechanisms to evaluate the sustainability measures. A strong public policy
and commitment to accountability of sustainable planning are essential. The City of

Charleston should develop sustainability indicators as tools to gauge, monitor and track the
effectiveness of various initiatives as they relate to local baseline information. A baseline

inventory is a study that determines the existing conditions and trends of a neighborhood
where extensive change is proposed, in this case, the CRBN. Benchmarks and baselines

allow for comparison and help determine the extent of progress or reversion. This is how

NSI’s can play a vital role in the redevelopment process of the CRBN, which will be discussed
in further detail in Chapter Four. Without a baseline inventory of what the CRBN looks

like now, then we cannot measure changes that occur within this neighborhood overtime;

thus, we cannot measure effectiveness of sustainability measures. Before any baselines are
established, an broad understanding of the area’s historic context is necessary.

3 Julian Agyeman, Sustainable Communities and the Challenge of Environmental Justice, (New
York, USA: New York University Press, 2005), 92.
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Section One: Brief History of Charleston and the CRBN
The focus of the subsection is on the development of the Cooper River Bridge

Neighborhood (CRBN). Its purpose is to provide a brief historic context for the results of the
Neighborhood Snapshot Inventory (NSI), not a comprehensive history of Charleston.

Charleston’s rich history and historic architecture have made it one of the most popular

tourist destinations in the United States. The City of Charleston lies on a peninsula bounded
by the Cooper and Ashley rivers. Over the centuries, the boundaries of the peninsula have
been extended by infilling

the marshes and creek beds.
Currently, this inadequate
infill of the CRBN causes

extensive drainage and flooding
problems. As a solution to this,
and various other economic

concerns, the City currently has
plans to revitalize CRBN with
new businesses, residential,

and mixed-use development

through TIF policies. The area of
investigation lies approximately
2.2 miles north of tip of the

Peninsula and .3 miles west of

the Cooper River (See Figure 2.2).
The area referred to as

Figure 2.2 Area of Study
Created by Author

the East Side is a larger district in

which the Cooper River Bridge TIF

district is located and is depicted in
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the Neighborhood Snapshot Inventory (See Figure 1.1). Although the CRBN neighborhood
is a newer designation of the historic area, this thesis will now refer to this locality as

the CRBN. Technically, a portion of the CRBN is located outside the East Side boundary
in what is today known as the North Central Neighborhood. As a result, the CRBN TIF

district covers portions of two separate neighborhoods, the East Side and the North Central
neighborhoods.

The culture, history, and central location of both these neighborhoods, as well as

their intrinsic urban forms, make them worthy of preservation consideration. Although
change has taken decades, these neighborhoods are finally starting to revitalize, and

many of the once-neglected historic buildings have been transformed into beautiful urban
homes. Placing the CRBN in a historical context allows planners to move forward with

implementing sustainable methods that keep the historic, social, and cultural fabric of this
area alive. This portion of the peninsula has a cultural and architecturally history that is
unique to the rest of Charleston.

Since its establishment, the East Side of the Charleston peninsula has been home to a

vibrant community of free African American tradesmen and their families. Here, rents were

lower, and there was not high competition for real estate. Historically, this was an affordable
place for immigrants to settle, particularly for the waves of Irish and Germans who arrived
after 1840. In 1840, the neighborhood of the CRBN was north of the bounds of the city of
Charleston.

Buildings constructed here were not subject to the same building code requirements.

They could be built of wood, less expensive construction, and higher combustibility options
required within the city limits. The city building codes stipulated that homes were to be

built of brick to reduce the threat of large scale fires that periodically swept the city.4 Most

of the homes in the East Side neighborhood were built between 1830-1840 or 1870-1900.

4 William H. Pease and Jane H. Pease, The Web of Progress: Private Values and Public Styles in
Boston and Charleston, 1823-1843, (Oxford University Press, 1985), 166.
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This housing stock is primarily a mix of Charleston singles, two-story Victorian homes, and
Freedman’s cottages.

This area encountered a population boom immediately following the Civil War.

Freed slaves within Charleston and from other cities gravitated to Charleston’s East

Side. Ward Five, the ward containing the area encompassing the East Side, reported an
African American population of 65 percent in 1870 . Although this reflects an increase
over the previous decade, the total

black population of Ward 5 being 52
percent in 1860 5 reveals that this
neighborhood has an established

history as majority African American.
This pattern of African American

domination of the East Side wards
continues today (See Figure2.3).

With a long standing history of

being a neighborhood of predominately
African American, low-income

residents; (See Figure 2.4) lack of

public funding, political interest, and

social concern, this area has endured the
brunt of municipal oversights. The most

Figure 2.3 Approximate Percentage of African
American Population from 2005-2009
No Green = 0%
Light Green = 40% or more
Dark Green = 94% or more

notable insensitivity to the character of

Data courtesy of City of Charleston

the neighborhood was exercising the

power of eminent domain in 1929 to construct the John P. Grace Memorial Bridge, more

commonly known as the Cooper River Bridge. This resulted in use of eminent domain and

5 Tom Blake, Surname Matches for African Americans on 1870 Census, Accessed January 15,
2013, http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~ajac/sccharleston.html.
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demolition of residential and

commercial structures to make
space for the construction.

Residents were displaced and

a cohesive neighborhood bond
was broken. The demolition of
the Old Cooper River Bridge
in 2005 and the rerouted

construction of the new Arthur
Ravenel Jr. Bridge left this

neighborhood divided by a scar

of vacant and underutilized land
(See Figure 1.3).

As a result, the City now

has an opportunity to develop
this area in a manner that will
re-knit the CRBN. This is not
simply a chance to increase

revenue but, more importantly

revitalize the sense of community.
The redevelopment focus of this
area should be placed primarily

Figure 2.4 Approximate Income Levels of Charleston
Residents from 2005-2009
Light Red =$150,000
Light Purple = $60,000
Light Blue = $12,000

Data courtesy of City of Charleston

on what was most directly

impacted by the bridge development; the historic fabric and the residents themselves.

We need a slightly broader context of properties to understand the context for change.

This same bridge and demolition have created the most valuable property in the state. When
did we forget about our lifeblood of the city; the life-long residents? Though not the most
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well stewarded residents, the city has provided funding opportunities for many residents
in the CRBN. Low-income housing developments are a priority6. The City has established

the “Stay Put Initiative”; and new housing developments are required to provide a certain
amount of affordable housing units to low-income residents. While these programs are

Figure 2.5 Ariel View of CRB Vacant Land
Courtesy of Pictometry.com

essential, they are a reactive rather than a proactive way to look a socio-economic issue.
Emphasis is placed on creating additional affordable housing units to fill the demand of

future low-income residents. 7 These social welfare policies are important, yet they provide

no actual opportunities for low-income residents to move up on the socio-economic ladder.
The only way to socially re-knit this community would be to maintain its majority African
American population now and into the future. While this is less than realistic, there are

ways to ensure that this happens at a slower rate, thus avoiding gentrification. The solution

6 See Appendix B for the Department of Housing and Community Development Programs.
7 “THE STAYING PUT FUND”, a new private program designed to guarantee that not a single
low or moderate income homeowner of the Charleston Neck area will be forced to leave
their home as the result of increased property values.
The Staying Put Initiative, City of Charleston,(2003)
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is not to create more affordable housing; but rather create opportunities for citizens so
they can better themselves, and thus, afford better housing. Be proactive, not reactive.

Charleston is known for preserving its rich architectural history. However, despite the city’s
focus on historic roots, the concern for maintaining the CRBN culture and retaining its long
term residents is absent. Low-income housing is only one part of the solution. Increasing

African American home and business ownership as well as housing tenure is the best way
to maintain the socio-cultural features of this neighborhood are preserved. Now that the

cultural and ethnic importance of this area has been addressed. City official and developers
and start to visualize what this area should look like.

The following are ten goals and criteria that were established during a community

design workshop8, in hopes to guide the redevelopment strategy for the CRBN.:Re-knit the
community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve public/civic space
Attack drainage issues

Create new east/west street

Develop more extensive bicycle infrastructure

Safe intersection at East bay/Morrison and the new street
Create a sense of arrival at Meeting
Make positive street frontages

Revitalize with commercial infill at Meeting and East Bay/Morrison

Add proper mixture of housing density, mixed-use and income levels

The City has stated that their main priorities for redeveloping this area are revitalization

and strengthening of the community. But, what goals and indicators have been set to

measure the success or failure of strengthening this community? Again, if no baseline has

8 Cooper River Bridge Community Workshop, Charleston Civic Design Center, (2006), 1-15.
15

been developed, or a NSI hasn’t been taken, how can the city really measure the changes and
quantify the results?

The principle goal of re-knitting the community is subjective. How exactly does this

re-knitting take place? The only way to successfully re-knit this unique neighborhood is to
integrate cultural placemaking strategies.

Section Two: Needs Mapping vs. Asset Mapping

Questions refining from the list of ten priorities in the redevelopment of the CRBN

are plentiful. Planners are addressing the application of these goals in a project design.

Some studies have already taken place by the city financial department. The Charleston

Civic Design Center has completed numerous design strategies and held multiple design

charettes/workshops for what the redevelopment of this area should look like (See figure
2.6).

Listed below is a limited yes or no survey questions that CRBN residents and

neighboring community members have answered. These questions focus on community
perception.
•

•

Character Questions
•

Is there a strong sense of community
spirit?

Am I proud of this neighborhood?
Quality of Life Questions

•
•

Is this neighborhood is safe?

•

to raise kids?

•

Is this neighborhood clean?

•

parks?

Is there good access to recreation and
Is the neighborhood pedestrian
friendly?

Other Questions

Is this neighborhood is a good place
Does this neighborhood promote a

healthy lifestyle?

•

Are there are a lot of activities going
on here?
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•

Does the neighborhood have a lot of

•

•

•

Is the neighborhood affordable?

participation

Are there are a lot of good housing

•

•

options?

neighborhood?

Is the neighborhood changing for the
better or the worse

•

this neighborhood?

•

places for shopping and entertaining?

Describe the level of neighborhood
How involved are you in the
What are the highest priorities for
What are the best things about this
neighborhood?

Open-Ended Questions

Though it is critical to include situated perspectives9 - the views of local residents from

‘with-in’ the community- as well as planning views from ‘without’, can be done in either

a superficial or more profound way. Similarly, research on the existing conditions can be

undertaken to varying degrees of intensity. Economic, aesthetic, and socio-cultural surveys
have already been done for the CRBN.10 Taking these survey results into consideration is

an important step by the City to understand the CRBN’s needs, but a complete NSI has not
been produced. This missing link is extremely problematic. The City has already deemed

this area blighted, thus eligible for TIF district implementation. In doing so, developers and
planners have established what this neighborhood is lacking, and needs, rather than what
it can offer. Inadvertently, the city has created a ‘needs map’ for the CRBN. An assets map

should complement this document and focus on the CRBN’s strengths and capacities of the
citizens living here.11

One asset the redevelopment of the CRBN could capitalize on is the rich cultural and

historic uniqueness of this area. The continuation of the unique culture of the CRBN is

not ensured without building a local economic base. It is important to build-up the local

9 Charleston Civic Design Center, Cooper River Bridge Community Workshop, (2006).
10 Ibid.,3.
11
John P. Kretzmann, “Building Communities from the Inside Out: A Path Toward Finding
and Mobilizing a Community’s Assets ,” (ACTA Publications, 1993), Accessed February 11,
2013, http://www.nhi.org/online/issues/83/buildcomm.html
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economy to ensure a community is sustainable by continuing or even accelerating outside
resources; yet, community development needs to return to the communities themselves
to rediscover and mobilize its strengths, capacities, and return assets within those

communities. Following the mentality of precedent studies regarding the CRBN, the first

inventory of this area completed for this research focused only on what the neighborhood
needed or was lacking. These deficiencies included features such as vacant properties

and dilapidated structures. It became clear, however, that a needs assessment has already
been done numerous times by various planning professionals. Not only was the research
unoriginal, it was unproductive. Focusing on the CRBN’s weaknesses will not strengthen

this community, but focusing on its strengths might. It is time to uncover the assets hidden

Figure 2.6 Cooper River Bridge Redevelopment Design Plan
Photo Courtesy of Charleston Civic Design Center

in this neighborhood. An inventory of the CRBN’s assets was completed in February
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2013 and can be found in Chapter Four. There are many local community assets to take

into consideration, including: talents of individuals, citizens neighborhood associations
and resources of local institutions. Only once these have been rediscovered, ‘mapped’, a

community previously regarded as empty and deficient now appear on the large civic state
as capable and powerful.44

Opportunities in the CRBN can be created by building upon and nurturing existing

assets and opportunities located in this neighborhood. This process is known as community
capacity building, or asset mapping, where there is an inventory of the existing resources
in the area. These resources can range from the skills of individuals to the strengths of
organizations. Community capacity is the interaction of human capital, organizational

resources, and social capital existing within a given community that can be leveraged to

solve collective problems and improve or maintain the well-being of the community. It may
operate through informal social processes and/or organized effort.12 There are four critical
issues that are key to the economic and social success of a community:
•
•

•

•

Transportation: Multi-modal system with easy accessibility

Education: Invest in education and transform the outcome and grow a
workforce pipeline

Innovation: Develop and build the systems necessary to promote and support
innovation
Talent: Graduate, attract and retain highly-skilled professionals.13

To understand positive asset mapping, a clear methodology is beneficial. The US

Department of Housing and Urban Development completed a Neighborhood Asset

Mapping Guide. Asset mapping creates a comprehensive list of community resources such

12 Dr. Fiona Verity, “Community Capacity Building: A Review of the Literature”, School of Administration and Social Work (Finders University, 2007), 4
13 “Regional Development alliance. Regional Economic Scorecard”, Charleston Regional
Development Alliance (Clemson University and Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce,
2012) www.crda.org/economicscorecard.com
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as business, organizations, and institutions, that can provide programs and services to

residents as well as a base of support that help creates a community. The lists of assets

that will be included for the City of Charleston include: (See Chapter four for Asset Map of
Charleston).

Community Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institutional

•

Colleges/Universities

•

Police/Fire department

•

Mental health facilities

•

Schools

•

•

Churches

•
•

Home-based enterprises
Nonprofit organizations

Physical /Land Features

Elderly care facilities

•

Hospitals and Clinics

Parks and recreational facilities
Real estate agencies

Chamber of Commerce

Cultural Features

Libraries

•

Transportation

•

Telecommunications Features
•

Community centers

•

Organizational

•

Small and large businesses

Historic/Arts council groups
Council for cultural affairs
Tourism

City council
Museums

Citizens groups/clubs

Section Three: Strategies Toward Sustainable Placemaking in the CRBN
Vibrancy indicators are an additional assessment tool potentially useful for the

CRBN. Vibrancy indicators have been developed by ArtPlace, a collaboration of national
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organizations and foundations that encourages endowment for the Arts to accelerate

creative placemaking and measure change in the places where art is invested.14 Vibrancy
indicators provide neighborhoods with a set of consistent measures available at the

neighborhood level. They were developed in consultation with a panel of national experts
on placemaking and community development, and are used to measure the change in

people, activity, and value in a community. After cultural assets have been identified and

mapped, the information complied is useful for devising economic development strategies
to harness economic benefits of the creative industries.

What makes the CRBN unique is its distinctive cultural history. In order for

community developers to effectively organize and plan redevelopment in accordance with
sustainable cultural change, the human and social capital of the neighborhood needs to

be emphasized. Culturally-sensitive revitalization rather than exclusively economically-

driven redevelopment should transpire. Culture-based revitalization focuses on arts and

creative projects that will enhance and enliven communities. This is often known as creative

placemaking, and has been happening in towns and cities for decades. Creative placemaking
revitalizes a city by emphasizing the benefit of public over private enrichment. It builds
ties that bind neighbor-to-neighbor and community-to-community.15 It is an evolving

field that takes partners from public, private, and community sectors and allows them to
strategically shape the physical and social character of a neighborhood around arts and

cultural activities. It intentionally leverages the power of the arts, culture, and creativity
to serve a community’s interest while driving a broader agenda for change, growth, and

transformation in a way that also builds character and quality of place.16 It animates public
and private spaces, rejuvenates structures and streetscapes, improves local business

viability and public safety, and brings diverse people together to celebrate, inspire and be

14 ArtPlace: Vibrancy Indicators ,(2011), Accessed December 8, 2013, http://www.art-

placeamerica.org/vibrancy-indicators/
15 Mark J. Stern and Susan C. Seifert, Cultivating “Natural “Cultural Districts, Creativity and
Change (The Rockefeller Foundation, 2007),1.
16 Ibid.,2.
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inspired. “17

Quality of place is essential to the attraction and retention of human capital and

human capital is essential to the economic success of communities.18 The CRBN can benefit
immensely by utilizing creative placemaking techniques, but it must be conducted with
transparency and good faith from the bottom up. The community must feel a sense of

ownership and engagement, and design must serve function. The primary challenges the
CRBN will face with implementation of creative placemaking include: forming successful

partnerships, assembling adequate financing, ensuring and maintaining sustainability, and

avoiding displacement and gentrification.19 Though challenging, culture-based revitalization
successes, including: attracting private sector buy-in, development of partnerships

across sectors and levels of governments, enhancement of local arts and cultural leaders,
distinctive creation of place, and innovative vision for the neighborhood.20

One potential success of engaging the creative sector is crossing boundaries and

overcoming historical patterns of social exclusion to provide vitality 21. Formation of

17 Anne Gadwa Nicodeums and Ann Markusen, “Creative placemaking 2.0”, GIA Reader, Vol
23, No 2 (2012), 2.

18 Carol Coletta, Creative Placemaking: Investing in Arts and Culture to Drive Vibrancy and
Diversity, Create A Place: Arts Build Communities (Rutgers University, 2012),1.
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Urban gentrification often involves population migration as poor residents of a
neighborhood are displaced. In a community undergoing gentrification, the average income
increases and average family size decreases. This generally results in the displacement of
the poorer, pre-gentrification residents, who are unable to pay increased rents, and property
taxes, or afford real estate. Often old industrial buildings are converted to residences and
shops. New businesses, which can afford increased commercial rent, cater to a more affluent
base of consumers—further increasing the appeal to higher income migrants and decreasing the accessibility to the poor. Often, resident owners unable to pay the taxes are forced to
sell their residences and move to a cheaper community.
Lesley Williams Reid and Robert M. Adelman, “The Double-Edged Sword of Gentrification in
Atlanta”. American Sociological Associaton, Georgia State University (April 2003)

20 Coletta, Creative Placemaking, 3.
21 Stern and Siefert, Cultivating “Natural” Cultural Districts, 2.
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community culture should be concerned with the inclusion of historically marginalized

populations. Ethnic, economic, and/or household diverse urban neighborhoods are more
likely than homogeneous communities to house cultural programs, cultural participants,

and artists. 22 Currently, the CRBN lacks cultural participation, diversity, and creative outlets
which will be described in further detail in chapter four. Studies have shown that low-

income minorities groups with high cultural participation were more than twice as likely to
have very low truancy and delinquency rates as other low income neighborhoods. 23 Social

cohesion amongst neighbors combined with their willingness to intervene on behalf of the

common good results in lower crime rates.24 The CRBN is notorious for having high crime
rates compared to the rest of the City, and thus the cultural benefits seen elsewhere would
substantially improve the CRBN (See Figure 2.7).

One major way to eliminate high crime rates and social exclusion while increasing

sense of place is through the development of cultural resources. Neighborhoods rich in

cultural resources create ‘two-way roads’ sending participants to programs throughout
the city as well as attracting outsiders into the neighborhood. Unlike most community

activities, culture builds bridges across the divides of geography, ethnicity, and social class.25
Neighborhoods with a critical mass of cultural assets and dense web of social networks are

more likely to experience stable social diversity as well as economic revitalization. Virtually
all social impact studies find a consistent set of positive neighborhood effects associated
with community arts and culture. Cultural participation fosters social and institutional

connections both within and between neighborhoods. They enliven public spaces, create
value in the form of physical amenities and quality of the built environment.26 Cultural

engagement contributes to the quality of community life by reflecting and reinforcing social

22 Ibid., 2.
23 Ibid.,4.

24 Stern and Siefert, Cultivating “Natural” Cultural Districts, 2-3.
25 Mark J. Stern and Susan C. Seifert, “From Creative Economy to Creative Society: A Social
Policy Paradigm for the Creative Sector has the Potential to Address Urban Poverty As Well As
Urban Vitality.” (The Rockefeller Foundation, 2008),1.
26 Stern and Seifert, “From Creative Economy to Creative Society”, 10.
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diversity.

To reinforce this idea, one of the

most well-known social impact studies
was completed by the University of
Pennsylvania in 1994. The Social

Impacts of the Arts Project (SIAP) is

an ongoing study of the relationship

between the concentration of cultural
resources and various social and

economic outcomes. The research

focuses on the relationship between

the arts and community change, with
a particular interest in strategies for

arts-based neighborhood revitalization
and social inclusion.27 SIAP’s research
found that broadening the notion

of who is part of the planning and

decision-making process strengthens

the commitment that residents feel to

their community. Cultural participation

Figure 2.7 Crime Rates by Neighborhoods
in Charleston SC

Dark Blue to Light Blue = Safest to Least Safe
Data Courtesy of City of Charleston

is the key component to fostering social inclusion. The City of Charleston should use these
strategies as a planning tool with the intersections of social structure, community

development, public policy, cultural engagement, and historic preservation. Since arts
and culture represent an important dimension of social inclusion, it is important to

implement these two functions. Arts and culture strategies are particularly useful for

reinvigorating otherwise ignored and abandoned places. Communities that have a vital

27 The Social Impact of the Arts Project (SIAP), University of Pennsylvania (2011) http://
www.sp2.upenn.edu/siap/
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cultural life enjoy a variety of “spillover effects” of cultural participation including economic
revitalization, improvements in public health, and stronger civic engagement.28 Cultural
participation and ethnically diverse communities are mutually reinforcing and tend to
promote gradual growth rather than rapid gentrification.

Culture builds community, but does this creative placemaking lead to a neighborhood

becoming less racially diverse and more economically segregated? There is strong evidence
that social and economic outcomes for disadvantaged populations are better in more economically integrated communities.29

TIF districts have the potential to cause unequal advantages for wealthier populations,

or they have the potential to integrate advantageous for social inclusion. It could go

either way. As a specific case to illustrate the potential for a TIF district to create unequal

advantage for wealthier population the Gaillard project is, again, considered. The renovation
of the Gaillard Cultural Center30 is projected to cost upwards of $142 million dollars, half

of which is funded by the King Street Gateway TIF district. While these type of large scale
cultural projects can generate significant economic return, the bulk of the benefits accrue
to high-wealth populations. By contrast, small-scale projects entail modest investment

and yield modest direct economic return. Which tends to be more equitably distributed to
all socio-economic demographics. The City now has the opportunity to utilize TIF money

acquired from the CRBN to establish cultural centers tailored specifically to CRBN residents
and community needs. Not all cultural developments need to be as costly as the Gaillard.
Even low budget arts and cultural remedies generate significant spill-over effects that

contribute to the quality of community life, which in turn can trigger long-term economic

28 The Social Impact of the Arts Project (SIAP), University of Pennsylvania (2011) http://

www.sp2.upenn.edu/siap/
29 Mark J. Stern and Susan C. Seifert, “Arts-Based Social Inclusion: An Investigation of Existing
Assets and Innovative Strategies to Engage Immigrant Communities in Philadelphia” (William
Penn Foundation, 2010), 4.
30 Gaillard Cultural Center, City of Charleston: Special Facilities Division (2013) http://www.
charlestoncity.info/dept/content.aspx?nid=382
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benefits. Some potential cultural events that could take place in the CRBN include: local

farmers’ markets, monthly community events, or small ‘concerts and/or movies in the park’;
which could be held on a vacant parcel of land located in the center of the CRBN.

A significant amount of Charleston’s public investment in cultural projects has not been

directed towards low-income residents but rather to tourists, the creative class of residents,
and suburbanites. Richard Florida is best known for his 2002 argument on the creative

class,31 stating that to create economically viable and culturally diverse cities that are both
successful and competitive, cities must restructure and build facilities and environments
that will attract the “creative class” type of citizen. Attracting the creative class will

eventually lead to the development of the creative economy. According to Karen Davis at the
Arts & Business Consul of Greater Philadelphia, a creative economy is the sum of economic
activity arising from a highly educated segment of the workforce encompassing a wide

variety of creative individuals. 32 While it important to attract the creative sector to add a

competitive edge to a city, it is as equally important to retain the class of people that already
exist within the city.

31 Richard Florida describes the Creative Class as comprising or over 40 million

workers—30 percent of the U.S. workforce—and then he breaks the class into two broad
sections, derived from Standard Occupational Classification System codes

Super-Creative Core: This group comprises about 12 percent of all U.S. jobs. It includes a
wide range of occupations (e.g. science, engineering, education, computer programming,
research), with arts, design, and media workers forming a small subset. Florida considers
those belonging to this group to “fully engage in the creative process”. The Super-Creative
Core is considered innovative, creating commercial products and consumer goods. The
primary job function of its members is to be creative and innovative. “Along with problem
solving, their work may entail problem finding”.
Creative Professionals: These professionals are the classic knowledge-based workers and
include those working in healthcare, business and finance, the legal sector, and education.
They “draw on complex bodies of knowledge to solve specific problems” using higher
degrees of education to do so.
Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class (Great Britain: Routledge, 2005), 67.
32 Karen Davis Quoted in Stern and Seifert, Creativity and Change ( 2008), 1.
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Placing too great an emphasis on attracting and supporting the creative class has the

potential to displace current residents, and spur conditions of gentrification. Gentrification
occurs when the pace of displacement is fast enough to destroy the social fabric of a

neighborhood.33 Tolerating social dislocation and geographic disparities in exchange for
urban vitality is a mistake.34 Even Richard Florida himself has realized the implications

resulting from attracting creative class citizens. In 2005, his work acknowledged that “...

growth of the creative class has contributed to the rise in economic inequality… and is giving
rise to pronounced political and social polarization…”35 This can lead to social exclusion

and economic disparities. When redeveloping the CRBN, planners must integrate economic
opportunity and social inclusion for all.

It is necessary to incentivize social mobility and wealth-creating across diverse

demographic groups, not just at the top economic classes. Thus, it’s necessary for Charleston
to utilize a strategy that takes both market realities and the very real human, social,

and cultural impacts of TIF investments into consideration. A successful strategy would
be characterized by smaller investments, smaller risks, and more gradual change than

previous cultural facilities and district plans. However, it is crucial for a bigger vision and

commitment to the integration of all local residents within this regional economy and civil
society.36

Redevelopment in the CRBN is inevitable, gentrification however is not. We should

be leveraging cultural assets to strengthen the social fabric of a community. The best

redevelopment projects nurture distinct qualities and resources that already exist in the

community and can be celebrated to serve community members while drawing visitors and
new businesses.37 The CRBN must hit a very narrow target when attempting to redevelop.
33 Stern and Seifert, Cultivating “Natural” Cultural Districts,8.
34 Stern and Seifert, Creativity and Change,3.

35 Ibid.,4.
36 Stern and Seifert, Creativity and Change,10.
37 Coletta, Creative Placemaking,4.
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Attracting a creative class of citizens has its benefits, however, it is not the primary goal for
the revitalization proposal. It must stimulate economic vitality and promote opportunity

without generating displacement or expanding inequality. Although there is potential for

gentrification in the redevelopment of the CRBN, fears of spurring gentrification should not
prevent efforts for redevelopment.

By rethinking the purpose of the CRBN, the individual cultural cluster38 of this area can

be viewed as advantageous rater than detrimental to the city. It has the potential to become
a cultural hub, and a natural cluster district. Planners and developers should identify this

area as a node and natural cluster that could serve as a surrounding neighborhood anchor.39
The CRBN is a naturally established cultural cluster district that is unique to the rest of

the Charleston peninsula neighborhoods. This district presents difficult policy challenges.
Individuals and organizations that are located in the CRBN would benefit from city

service improvements, which would accelerate the process of place-making. However, this

generates fears of gentrification and displacement that can undermine their contribution to
increasing opportunity and equity.40

Section Four: Solutions Presented by Sustainable Placemaking

When considering sustainable placemaking in urbanist terms, what defines the

character of a city is public space, not private. The value of the public good affects the

value of the private good. The CRBN redevelopment should produce public places that
are an every day asset to the community. 41 Building inclusive, healthy, functional, and

productive cities is a great challenge. One tactic is to start smaller and develop healthy

38 Cultural clusters are naturally occurring groups of people that share the same or similar
cultural traits.
39 Ibid., 12.
40 Mark J. Stern, “Types of ‘Natural’ Cultural Districts: Opportunities for Policy Development”, University of Pennsylvania, Social Impact of the Arts Program, (2010), 2.
41 Project for Public Spaces Inc., “ Placemaking and the Future of Cities: Draft,”. (New
York: 2012),1.
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public spaces. These types of spaces are catalysts for neighborhood revitalization. They can
jump-start economic development. By strengthening the social fabric, providing economic
opportunity, and boosting the well-being of the citizens, public spaces can make limited

resources go further and enrich the community both socially and monetarily. 42 The best

public spaces bring people together from all walks of life and income groups. The presence
of multiple types of people ensures that no one group dominates, and that the space is safe
and welcoming for all. A public space that is absent, inadequate, or poorly designed, only
contributes to segregation within the city. Lines tend to be drawn based on religion, age,

ethnicity, and economic status. The result can be a dangerously polarized city where social

tensions are more likely to flare up and where social mobility and economic opportunity are
stifled.43

Socially polarized cities only debilitate the overall function of an economy. While it

is important for a city to attract high-tech companies, it is as equally important to provide
opportunity ladders between low and high paying positions. Each job holder plays a vital

role in the functioning of a city no matter if they are a janitor, shopkeeper, repairman, doctor,
or attorney. Saskia Sassen noted years ago that the global economy tends to “valorize”

particular jobs while it “devaloraizes” others that were equally important to the overall
functioning of the economy.44 Economist, Howard Becker’s argues the importance of

shattering the idea of creative social organizations and revalue the role of cooperative social
activity in creative production.45 It is time Charleston began to rethink the organization
of work, life, and social structures. Every large and small component ranging from a

neighborhood, ethnic group, social class, park, business, building, resident, to a tourist, plays

a vital role in what Charleston was, and is today. Charleston is known for its enviable historic
architecture. The City has won numerous awards for historic preservation, but at what cost?
42 Ibid.,3.
43 Ibid.,7.
44 Ibid.,7.
45 Ibid.,7.
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Every social and ethnic group in the City has not been valorized, but rather polarized.

The concern for cultural preservation has been lost to the demand for architectural

preservation. Charleston has disregarded its most valuable asset, its people. A house
without people is just a building, and a city that doesn’t value its residents is just a

collection of buildings. It is the people that make communities. Figure 2.8 is a visual of

how social inclusion and cultural opportunities not only relate, but instigate socio-cultural
preservation. Emphasizing social inclusion and creating cultural opportunities for

everyone improves a neighborhoods sense of place. Areas can become places that cultivate
inspiration, therefore encouraging placemaking. Placemaking gives residents a sense of

neighborhood pride and fosters establishing anchors within their community, which creates
sustainable communities. Sustainable communities are economically, environmentally, and
socially resilient, and can meet its current needs while ensuring that adequate resources

are equally available for future generations. A socially sustainable community emphasizes
equality for all, thus, slowing or eliminating gentrification. Avoiding gentrification and
ensuring that all cultural and social groups are represented allows for socio-cultural
preservation. The cycle keeps continuing, as seen in figure 2.8.
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To conclude, the relocation of the Cooper River Bridge and the creation of the CRB TIF

district present an opportunity to revitalize portions of this area and create new places
for homes, businesses, civic institutions, and public spaces. It is also an opportunity to

reconnect and re-knit the neighborhoods that surround the existing bridges, reestablishing
the sense of community that existed before the insertion of the bridge.46 There is no way to
tell what the future of the CRBN will hold, what this area look like in ten years, or how the
cultural, social, economic, and historic fabric of this neighborhood will change. Hopefully

sustainability be at the forefront of priorities during the redevelopment phases. One thing
can be done, a complete, concise neighborhood snapshot inventory of this community.

This will provide the context and baseline necessary to make these difficult redevelopment
decisions, to monitor the changes, and to quantify the results in years to come.

46 The Gaillard Center: Arts Precinct, Charleston Civic Design Center: City of Charleston
(2012), 26.
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CHAPTER THREE
MAKING ‘CENTS’ OF TAX INCREMENT FINANCING
With the help of economic development policies and TIF, Charleston’s CRBN will

see rapid redevelopment over the next 25 years. TIF incentives are framed differently

depending on the audience being persuade. TIF is explained to elected officials as a way

to raise money painlessly for redevelopment without having to deplete general revenue.

When conveyed to developers, TIF’s straightforward ability to allow cities to quickly make
a commitment to redevelopment and investment of public projects is highlighted. When

promoted to a neighborhood community member, emphasis is placed on TIF’s method of
funding redevelopment from taxes collected in the redevelopment district itself without
raising citizen’s taxes.1

To understand why the City of Charleston implemented TIF in the CRBN it is important

to recognize the advantages of a TIF as an economic tool. There are many advantages of

utilizing TIF over other forms of public financing like tax abatements, general obligation

bonds, and special assessment financing. For example, tax abatements are a reduction of

or exemption of taxes that are granted by local governments to private investment firms in
hopes they will build new taxable facilities. Unlike TIF, tax abatements are not contingent
on the tax base increasing. Local governments granting rebates or subsidies for property
owners based on tax increments owe them nothing unless the anticipated tax increment

actually materializes.2 Most local governments finance capital improvements through the

general obligation funds are debt instruments issued by the state and local governments to

allow local governments to finance capital improvements, TIF however, is easier to assemble
because in most states it evades constitutional debt limits and majority or super majority
voter approval.3

1
Tax Increment Finance Best Practices Reference Guide, Council of Development
Finance Agenda and the International Council of Shopping Centers (2007), 9.
2
George Lefcoe, Competing for the Next Hundred Million Americans: The Uses and
Abuses of Tax Increment Financing, (University of Southern California Law School, 2010), 33.
3 Ibid, 35.
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TIF is seen as a win-win-win situation for city government, the private developer of the

CRBN, and taxpayers.4 City officials can claim credit for the new private development, an

increased tax base, and public improvements. The private developer can benefit from public
improvements that enhance the value of the project, like sidewalks, street lights, and water
and sewer lines, most of which would not have been feasible for the developer to finance

privately. Developers also have the added bonus of city support for the project, which can
make the development process move more quickly. Lastly, taxpayers have the benefit of
being able to utilize the new public works and private development.5

In a TIF agreement, developers promise to construct a defined project at an identified

site within the TIF district, the city then agrees to finance -typically through general

obligation bonds- 15 percent to 25 percent of the total project cost by paying for ‘public

goods’ needed to complement the new development like roads, parking structures, plazas,

and parks.6 Property owners in a TIF district continue paying the same real property tax as

they did before, no different than property owners outside the district. One the construction

is completed and property taxes begin to increase, all new property tax revenue is then used
to pay off the bonds, and the TIF district investment debt must be paid off before the TIF

expires, typically 15-25 years Once that happens, property tax revenues from the district
return to the general tax roll.

While TIF development is funded mostly by private developers, by law, TIF funds can

be used only for public purposes. The process for developing a TIF area or district begins

with public benefits in mind. Unfortunately, that is does not always manifest. Often, private
investors see underutilized land as a potential site for a redevelopment project. They

sometimes approach city officials about this underdeveloped area, in hopes to obtain these
4 Joan M. Youngman, TIF at a Turning Point: Defining Debt Down, Tax Analyst Special Report
(2011), 322.

5 Ibid, 322.

6 Tax Increment Finance Best Practices Reference Guide, Council of Development Finance
Agenda and the International Council of Shopping Centers (2007), 32.
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parcels at a low cost to ensure a lucrative redevelopment. The boundary extents of a TIF

district must be drawn to encompass enough territory to appeal to bond investors and allow
for numerous developments with various developers to potentially occur. Charleston’s limit
on land area that could be committed to a TIF district has been amended, it cannot exceed
5% of the total acreage in a single municipality and must be no smaller than one and onehalf acres.7

Nationwide, TIF has been used in urban, suburban, historic, and non-historic areas.

Charleston is a city known for its successful historic preservation practices, while Chicago,
Illinois is known as the trailblazers for TIF, implementation. Most of the building deemed

blighted in Chicago also happen to be historic, yet, finding historic significance is not a TIF

requirement. Chicago’s Landmark Illinois Organization seamlessly blends preservation and
TIF practices. This organization’s goals relate well to the city of Charlestons, and should be
referenced frequently. Charleston, has created a total of five TIF districts, two of which are

almost entirely within the boundaries of the city’s old and historic district.8 A vast majority
of TIF funding in this city has been used for new construction and not for preservation

related efforts. Landmark Illinois, in Chicago, has worked extensively with interweaving TIF
methods with historic preservation. This organization raises two important concepts:

7 South Carolina Code of Laws, South Carolina’s requirement for TIFs, Tax Increment
Financing, 31-6-30-7.
Minimum and Maximum size: “Redevelopment project area” means an area within the
incorporated area of land designated by the municipality, which is not less in aggregated
than one and one-half acres and in respect to which the municipality has made a finding
that there exist conditions that cause the area to be classified as a blighted area of or
conservation area, or a combination of both blighted areas and conservation areas. The total
aggregate amount of all redevelopment project areas within any one municipality may not
exceed five percent of the total acreage of the municipality.

8 Charleston TIF districts were established in this order:
•
•
•
•
•

Waterfront Park TIF, 1985
Upper King Street/Gateway TIF ,1993
Horizon Area TIF, 1998
Cooper River Bridge TIF, 2007
Magnolia TIF 2008
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•

•

Architecture is essentially public art and that using public funds, in certain cases, to
invest in the rehabilitation of historic architecture is acceptable.
Tourism has become Chicago’s chief industry, and thus preserving the city’s
unparalleled collection of world-renown architecture has become an essential
element to maintaining the health of the city’s economy9
TIF can be implemented in any urban area in South Carolina. One of the many

requirements is that the area must be deemed blighted. The principle purpose of TIF

supported redevelopment is not to aid in private enterprise, but to have the publics best

interest in mind by aiding in elimination of blight. The controversial methods of determining
findings of ‘blight’ will be explained further in the next section.

Section One: Determining Blight

TIF practices vary across the 48 states in which they are implemented. The

designation of a TIF district , however, typically requires a finding that an area is “blighted”
or “underdeveloped” and that development would not take place “but for” the public

expenditure or subsidy.10 It is easy to prove an area is blighted in most states since the term
‘blight’ is so vague. With an imprecise definition, the blight finding requirements do little to
restrict the location of TIF districts.

The term blight has a long rooted history, mainly related to the inner city housing,

slum clearance, and the fate of the central business district.11 The goals of city development
policies have always been to eradicate blight; however as one California state legislator

9 “Tax Increment Financing, ”Landmarks Illinois, Accessed January 15 2013, www.
landmarks.org
10 South Carolina Code of Laws, South Carolina’s requirement for TIFs, Tax Increment
Financing, 31-6-30-7. Pass the “but for” test: “But for the TIF, could this project be done?”
An ordinance would be required that stated that: (i) The redevelopment project area is a
blighted or conservation area and those private initiatives are unlikely to alleviate these
conditions without substantial public assistance, (ii) property values in the area remain
static or decline without public intervention.
11 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way: Urban Renewal, Economic Development, and the Elusive
Definition of Blight,” Fordham Urban Law Journal 31, no. 2 (2003):7.
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lamented in 1995, “somewhere along the way… defining blight became an art form.”12 As

stated previously, blight has an elastic definition; states have not hesitated to expand the
definition of blight to include any condition conducive to the inability to pay reasonable

taxes.13 Most TIF laws added “economic development” clauses essentially allowing local

governments to add slow economic growth or the threat of future economic decline14 to
their working definitions of blight. With this widely encompassing and highly flexible

definition, ‘blight’ findings tend to be misused. Blight is an objective condition that is the

legal pretext for various forms of commercial tax abatement that, in most settings, divert

money from schools and county-funded social services.15 There is a need to find a cohesive
definition of blight.

The modern statuary definition of blight is rooted in our first urban crisis, the

Progressive-era response to the urbanization and industrialization in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth century. 16 In 1918, William A. Stanton, a Philadelphia planner, termed

a blighted area as ‘a district which is not what it should be’.17 Political attention returned to
urban conditions during the Great Depression, accompanied by the efforts of local, state,

and federal officials to refine the definition of urban blight.18 By 1938, blight was defined as
‘an area in which deteriorating forces have obviously reduced economic and social values
to such a degree that widespread rehabilitation is necessary to forestall the development
of an actual slum condition.’19 The National Housing Act of 1937 established a system of

loans and grants-in-aid to local public housing authorities. As a compromise between real
estate interests and housing advocates, the 1937 law made federal funds available for the
12 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 10.
13 Ibid., 113.
14 Ibid., 215.
15 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 12.
16 Ibid., 10.
17 Ibid., 10.
18 Robert Fogelson, “Downtown: Its rise and fall 1880-1950,” (New York, 2001), 30.
19 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 14.
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construction of low-income housing20, but also required the clearance of an equal number of
“blighted properties”.

In 1949, the New Federal Housing Act made federal funds available for the

redevelopment of large areas and the removal of structures with slum-like conditions.

Under the new law, local redevelopment corporations could buy and clear blighted areas

with federal money, sell the land to private developers, and use the proceeds to cover the

redevelopment costs. For example, in Coronado, California, local officials declared the entire
town blighted in 1985. The resulting TIF zone diverted property tax revenues from the local

schools, making the district eligible for supplemental school funding from the state. The city
then used the revenues from the TIF to pay for school improvements.21 Another example

is in the St. Louis, Missouri, suburb of Des Peres, where local officials declared a thriving

shopping mall “blighted” in 1997 because it “was too small and had too few anchor stores,”
more specifically because it “didn’t have a Nordstrom’s”22. That specific blight designation
paved the way for a $30 million TIF deal that was used to attract the upscale retailer and

other new tenants. Clearly ‘blight’ has lost any substantive meaning as either a description
or urban conditions or a target for public policy since it can be applied for such a specific
purpose, as attracting a particular retail store to a private commercial development.

While the term blight is evasive, in South Carolina it is described as any ‘unimproved

or vacant area’23 within the boundaries of a redevelopment project located within the

territorial limits of a county, and need improvement in five or more of the following factors:

....age, dilapidation, obsolesces, deterioration, illegal use of individual structures;
presence of structures below minimum code standards; excessive vacancies,
overcrowding of structures and community facilities, presence of or potential
environmental hazard; lack of ventilation, light, storm drainage, or sanitary facilities,
inadequate utilities, inadequate transportation infrastructure, excessive land coverage,

20 Ibid., 15.
21 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 15.
22 Ibid.,16.
23 Vacant land means any parcel or combination of parcels of real property without industrial, commercial, and residential buildings. Dictionary.com
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deleterious land use or layout; deprecation of physical maintenance, lack of community
planning, are detrimental to public safety, health, morals, or welfare.24
Charleston’s preservation goals would benefit extensively from redefining blight and

finding cohesiveness. Preservationists have voiced concerns in the recent blight remains a
designation sought by developers and hence shaped not by public purpose, but by private

interests seeking public subsidies. It is difficult to defend this argument without a complete
conditions assessment of each parcel located in a TIF district before redevelopment

occurs. The City’s method of data collecting to ascertain blight conditions are both poorly
documented and incomplete. If there is a complete parcel-by-parcel analysis of a TIF

districts’ structures conditions it is neither transparent nor readily available to citizens.

NSI’s can close the gap between citizen and city planner; as well as back the City’s rational,

or take away its credibility (A conditions assessment of all the structures located within the
CRBN TIF district can be found in Chapter Four).

There is a lot that can be learned from other states. New Jersey courts have

interpreted state constitutional blight finding requirements to stop local governments
from including vacant parcels within redevelopment project areas for being stagnant,

unproductive, or underutilized, unless the local public agency could show that the vacant

parcel had a “demonstrable negative impact on the community or surrounding areas”. This
specific ruling is unusual, however. Blight is rarely defined with precision, and TIF statues
are broadly-worded, therefore allowing many projects to fall under definition of blight. 25
Blight has been a difficult term to define since it was first developed. California

pioneered the TIF program in 1952 as a way of coming up with matching funds for federal
programs when local voters failed to approve local bonds.26 Only six other states adopted

24 South Carolina Code of Laws, Section 31-7-30, Blighted Area Definition, 2012
25 *Most states lack any quantifiable baseline, such as household income, property value,
or percentages of vacant buildings, for the determination of blight. Only seven states –
Alabama, Arkansas, California, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebraska, and South Dakota hold
the designation of blighted area to any quantifiable standard.
26 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 74
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TIF statutes before 1970, all in the Western and Midwestern United States: Minnesota,

Nevada, Ohio, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming. It wasn’t until the Federal Urban Renewal
Act of 1974, and the protracted urban fiscal crisis of the 1970s, that TIF really took off.

Federal urban renewal was replaced in 1974 with the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) program, even in this program blight descriptions still existed. As of 2000, only

Delaware and North Carolina had not passed TIF laws and currently only Arizona does not
practice TIF.27

Section Two: TIF and Historic Preservation

Although most all states use TIF, there is considerable variance among them. For

example, only a handful of states, including Kansas, require comprehensive feasibility
studies to satisfy the ‘but for’ test28. The ‘but for’ test states that development growth

would not occur but for TIF investment. In most states, reasonable anticipation of private
development is calculated by the very interests vested in the proposed TIF deal- often in

the form of affidavits from private developers attesting to their unwillingness to proceed
without public subsidy.29 This logic, however, of TIF undermines the “but for” test. In

order to work, TIF zones must both minimize the up-front costs of land clearance and

rehabilitation, and prove their ability to pay off underlying debt. In other words, TIFs are

successful if they target properties for which a small “fix up” investment will result in great
additional value to the property and or neighborhood. For these reasons, redevelopment
authorities avoid genuinely blighted urban areas and devote their attention to those in

which private developers are already poised to invest.30 Neither the taxing municipality nor
private investors are likely to risk TIFs in areas in which economic growth is not assured.

As has been proven elsewhere, historic preservation, modernization, and adaptive reuse of

27 “Tax Increment Financing Best Practices Guide,” International Council of Shopping Centers
and Council of Development Finance Agenda (2007),1.
28 Richard Briffault, “The Most Popular Tool: Tax Increment Financing and the Political
Economy of Local Government,” University of Chicago Law Review, (2010),13.
29 Ibid., 161.
30 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 19.
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existing structures is more cost effective than demolition and rebuilding.31 Implementing a
new TIF district gives that area the opportunity to be revitalized; whether that is done by
demolition or reusing existing structures is up to the City and developers to decide.

This investment risk alone can cause gerrymandering.32 Local control over the

size and boundaries of redevelopment areas resembles the politics of congressional re-

districting, and indeed redevelopment areas are often gerrymandered in such a way as to

encompass both commercial parcels targeted for development and enough blighted areas
to justify development. This is akin to rigging irrational districts to create a constituency
of largely minority voters 33 ( See Figure 3.1 for CRBN inconsistent district boundaries).
Preservation goals seem aligned with keeping fiscal incentives away from development
interests which focus on demolition. Drawing boundaries around truly cohesive

neighborhoods and not sites of large scale development mean that more of the incentive

goes into the preservation of the “typical” neighborhood fabric and not the site of specific
interest. Thus, tightening the definition of blight and how boundaries are drawn has the

potential to contribute to the sustainability of the established urban fabric physically and
socially.

Being site specific can foster community development decisions that are sensitive

to the communities socio-cultural and historic fabric. While the CRBN is fairly concise, it’s
inconsistent boundaries argues possible gerrymandering. This is just one of the many
problems commonly seen in TIF districts. Redevelopment typically raises the issue of

gentrification. Gentrification is the process of renewal and rebuilding of a deteriorating
area, which results in the displacement of the poorer, pre-gentrification residents, who

31“..the greenest building is the one that is already built…” Quote from Carl Elefante, Renewal
and Transformation Lecture 2012.
32Gerrymandering has a negative connotation. It is a practice that attempts to establish
a political advantage for a particular party or group by manipulating district boundaries
to create partisan advantaged districts. The resulting district is known as a gerrymander
however, that word can also refer to the process. Webster’s Dictionary
33 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,”141
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are unable to pay increased rents or house

prices and property taxes. Urban gentrification
occasionally changes the culturally

heterogeneous character of a community
or neighborhood to a more economically

homogeneous community that some describe

as having a suburban character.34 The intended
benefit of these economic development actions
is that they tend to reduce local property

crime, increase property values and prices,

and increase tax revenues. The rise in property
values cause property taxes to increase,

however, and the unintentional result is that

resident owners are unable to pay the increased
taxes and are forced to sell their dwellings and

Figure 3.1 Potential Gerrymandering
Created by Author

move to a cheaper community. To counter concerns of gentrification, redevelopment should
be slow and the city should place an ordinance that freezes property taxes for individuals
living on fixed incomes.35

Displacement is a change in the class composition of a neighborhood over time.

If the neighborhood is the center of a particular ethnic community, as with the Harlem

neighborhood in New York or the Mission District in San Francisco, displacement of the

working class residents may also mean destruction of that ethnic community. 36 Minority
resident’s best hope of blocking wholesale demolition and displacement is through

34 Wendy McCaig, “Gentrification: Good or Bad? “ Community Development Blog, posted July
11th 2012. http://wendymccaig.com/2012/07/01/gentrification-good-or-bad/
35 The Stay Put Initiative creates a fund for people who have homes in a specified
redevelopment area to help offset expected increases in property taxes.
36 Neil Smith, The New Urban Frontier: Gentrification and the Revanchist City, Routledge New
York, 1996, 102.
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continued aggressive participation in the political process. The CRBN’s majority African
American residents are very much at risk of similar threats.

Section Three: Recommendations

In service to the appropriate implementation of TIF incentives, and fitting in with

the compatible goal of revitalizing existing physical and social components of a district,
South Carolina should consider a redefinition of blight, this would ideally address all

of the abuses touched on above. It would adopt clearer objective standards for both the

determination of blight and the “but for” test. Quantifiable metrics built into the definition
could control the reach and scale of TIF or redevelopment areas, and could easily be

integrated as part of a NSI. This measure would ensure that TIFs are working for the

eradication of blight, and not a short-sighted scramble to pad the local tax base.37 The next
sections will discuss what happens after findings of blight have been established and TIF
district boundaries have been formed.

After blight findings have been determined and TIF district boundaries are formed,

they are presented to the City council for approval. To ensure equality and awareness,

representatives of taxing jurisdictions affected by the proposed TIF must approve the TIF
plan. These jurisdiction include the county, city, and school district. If all three districts

agree, they in turn allow for all incremental tax revenue to be redistributed into only the TIF
fund. In other words, during the life of TIF districts, all incremental property tax revenue,

including tax revenue that normally would go to other local taxing jurisdictions, is allocated
toward repaying the TIF. The school districts and county governments do not receive the

incremental property tax revenue from the incremental value within the TIF district until it
is retired38 (See Figure 3.2 for Example).

Some states make up all or most of the local school district revenue lost due to TIF

by the formulas they use to distribute state funding for education. Generally, the schools,
37 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 142.
38 Colin Gordon, “Blighting the Way,” 10.
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counties or other districts receive notice of proposed TIF-funded projects that would divert

Figure 3.2 Tax Increment Financing Model

Concept of maintaining a base tax rate and recapturing
increased tax revenue. Entitled “increment” in the above
graph to pay back the TIF investment.

revenues from schools and are given the opportunity to comment. Some states go as far as

developing a TIF joint review board that comprises of school districts and counties. On the

other hand, Florida, Kentucky, and New York, school districts are barred from contributing
any of their property taxes to TIF districts.39 A few states allow schools, counties, and

other taxing entities the choice of opting in or out of sharing their tax increments for any
particular redevelopment or economic development plan40.

Calculating tax increment is a straightforward process. Firs, the year that the TIF district

was approved becomes the “tax base year”. The assessed base value of each property within

the district is frozen for the remainder of the life of the TIF. This determines the TIF districts
total base year property value assessments. Next, an estimate about the developments
impact on the future assessed value is determined. Based on the projected growth in

assessed value within the district, the increase tax revenue attributable to that growth is
39 Ibid., 222.
40 Ibid., 466.
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determined. That future property value tax revenue is then used as up-front equity for the

project.41 Which means that any property value increases will no longer be divided up with
the county, school district, and the city, they will only go to the city.42

Well-documented and often outrageous abuses of state redevelopment laws reveal

nuances of the laws, and have pressed a number of states and interested parties to consider
reform with respect to their TIF practices.43 In California, for example, city officials denied
‘a conditional use permit’44 to a prospective church and moved to claim that land for retail
redevelopment, on explicit grounds that the latter would yield greater tax revenues than

a tax-exempt property like a church, Community Development Corporation, or non-profit
organization.45

41 Too Much or Not Enough? A Statistical Analysis of Tax Incremental Financing In Wisconsin, Public Policy Forum Research Brief 97, no 3, (2009),4.
42 Ibid.,467.
43 “Too Much or Not Enough?”, 244.
44 A CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT (CUP) allows a city or county to consider special uses
which may be essential or desirable to a particular community, but which are not allowed as
a matter of right within a zoning district, through a public hearing process. A conditional use
permit can provide flexibility within a zoning ordinance. Another traditional purpose of the
conditional use permit is to enable a municipality to control certain uses which could have
detrimental effects on the community (Neighborhood Action Group v. County of Calaveras
(1984) 156 Cal.App.3d 1176).
45
In October 2000, Cottonwood filed an extensive application for a Conditional Use
Permit (“CUP”) that went well beyond the city’s requirements. But a few weeks later, the
city rejected it; citing omission of a Preliminary Design Review, despite the fact that the
application itself states that such a review is optional. The following day (a Friday), the
city sent the church a letter—by ordinary mail—informing them of a City Council meeting
on Monday, at which it would adopt a moratorium on any new permit applications in
the redevelopment area. The moratorium lasted more than a year, during which the city
sought interest from potential commercial developers. Finally, having secured interest from
Costco Corporation, the big warehouse retail store chain, in February 2002 the City Council
conceded that it had improperly rejected Cottonwood’s CUP application. But at the very
same time, the Council approved an “Exclusive Negotiation Agreement” with Costco, and
in April, the Redevelopment Agency selected a development proposal from Costco despite
the fact that it doesn’t own the land, and that a retail outlet is not a permitted use under
current zoning for the property. On January 15, 2002, Cottonwood Christian Center filed a
lawsuit against the City of Cypress in U.S. District Court for the Central District of California,
charging violations of RLUIPA and the U.S. and California Constitutions. On April 8, 2002,
the Cypress City Council voted 3-0 to begin eminent domain proceedings under which it
would take the land and then sell it to Costco for construction of a new retail warehouse
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South Carolina State laws explicitly allow the use of TIF funds for land acquisition

and construction of public capital improvements, but they do not specify limits on how

TIF funds may be used. South Carolina, along with numerous other states, have revisited
it eminent domain process since the controversial Supreme Court Case of Kelo v. City of

New London, CT in 2002. In this case, the city of New London utilized its power of eminent

domain to seize Kelo’s private property, to then sell to a private developer. The development
was projected to create over 1,000 jobs, increase tax and other revenues, and revitalize
the economically distressed city’s downtown and waterfront areas.46 To quicken this

development, the city purchased properties and enforced eminent domain to acquire the
remaining parcels from owners unwilling to sell their property. This was declared legal

by the city of New London since, the new development would have higher property taxes,

thus raising the tax roll for the city. The city won the court case, and Kelo’s private property
was demolished. Unfortunately, this ended in a lose-lose situation for all parties involved.
The Funding for the private developer fell through, and the project was never built. As of

2011 the property remains vacant, thus generating zero tax revenue for the city. The Kelo

case was the first major eminent domain case heard at the Supreme Court since the Hawaii
Housing Authority v. Midkiff, in 1984. AS of 2002, Connecticut had a statute allowing
eminent domain for “economic development” even in the absence of blight.47

Fortunately, for private property owners in Charleston, the City has mandated

that findings of blight be present for designating an area eligible for eminent domain or a
TIF district. On the other hand, the definition of blight is still vague; and without clearer

descriptions and consistent methods for determination, private property owners are still at

store. Cottonwood Christian Center v. Cypress Redevelopment Agency, United States District
Court for the Central District of California. 218 F. Supp. 2d 1203; 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14379
August 6th 2002
46 Kelo v. City of New London”: An Ignominious End for One of the Supreme Court’s Worst
Decisions, Accessed February 28 2013 , http://centralohioinvestments.blogspot.com
47 Ibid., 1.
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risk of exploitive uses of eminent domain for establishing TIF districts.

In addition to the reforms listed above, transparency around TIF districts is

problematic. Redevelopment and economic development agencies often do not disclose
transactions to the public. The specifics of how a city spends TIF money tend to not be

publicly announced, files are most often disorganized and inconsistent, not to mention

extremely confusing for the average citizen. Redevelopment expert Jeffery L. Oris attributes
the lack of transparency partly to “lack of oversight and monitoring by the public”.48 While

there many be nothing to hide, if citizens are not participating then the public does not have
proof that the goals and mission of these TIF districts are being met. TIF district reports

attempt to hold decision-makers accountable, but unfortunately the reports fall short Since
the reports are not readily available or easily to understand, the public finds it difficult to
hold the city accountable, and as a result this can cause community rift. It is easy to see

why public officials in other cities might be reluctant to prepare and publicize TIF data.

This data can arm project opponents with information that might have otherwise never
been discovered. Thus, inviting hard questions, and later criticism, of elected officials if

their revenue projections were wrong.49 Project opponents could embarrass city officials

by producing their own experts to contradict the city’s estimates. In short, documentation

could be used as political fodder instead of as information to evaluate successes and failures
publicly and with informed data.

Some states, such as Kansas, demand exacting financial projections of local TIF

agencies.50 Kansas is a positive model for Charleston with respect to transparency. Their
local governments also audit annually, comparing anticipated with realized expenditures

48 George Lefcoe, Competing For the Next Hundred Million Americans: The Uses and Abuses of Tax Increment Financing, University of Southern California Law School, Urban Lawyer,
Vol 43, (2010),25.
49 George Lefcoe, Competing For the Next Hundred Million Americans: The Uses and Abuses of Tax Increment Financing, University of Southern California Law School, Urban Lawyer,
Vol 43, (2010),25.
50 Ibid, 24
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and revenues. The audit informs other taxing entities of the annual increment diverted

from them, and how the public agency used these funds. Annual audit of TIF projects show
the financial viability of each of them, enumerating public revenues and expenditures.

This transparency makes it possible for the city council to engage in serious public debate
over how TIF funds should be used. Sometimes, public agencies aggregate revenues and

expenditures from all their projects, making it impossible for taxpayers and other taxing

entities to trace the sources and uses of TIF capital in particular projects.51 Unfortunately,
this level of fiscal transparency is not easily articulated by Charleston city officials.
Section Five: Problematic Questions Around TIF

A question frequently asked, from an economic point of view is: do TIF districts really

pay off? As a revenue mechanism, TIF is a way of earmarking tax revenues for a particular
purpose, for the city of Charleston it is to jump start local economic development.52 Many

studies have been completed that argue against. These findings53 were a surprise to those,

especially non-academics, who naively had decided TIF caused growth by observing growth
within a TIF district without any statistical controls for the other determinants of growth.
A more refined question asks: does TIF cause economic growth in the city, or simply

rearrange and shuffle development? Furthermore, would new property value growth have

occurred anyway? These questions can seriously threaten the legitimacy of local economic
development officers who spend earmarked money for TIF consultants who are paid for

documenting findings of “blight”. Charleston city attorney Charlton DeSaussure was quoted
saying ‘the hope is that TIF acts as urban renewal in the first place and then attracts the

redistribution of investment not within the city but from all over the country. TIF does not
51 George Lefcoe, “Competing For the Next Hundred Million Americans”, 32.
52 Richard F. Dye and David F. Merriman, “Tax Increment Financing: A Tool for Local
Economic Development,” Land Lines 18, no. 1 (2006), 6.
53Christopher E. Bartels and Jeremy L. Hall, “Exploring Management Practice Variation in
Tax Increment Financing Districts: Toward and Administrative Theory of Performance,”
Economic Development Quarterly 26, no.13 (2011):20-32. Quoted in Richard F. Dye and
David F. Merriman, “Tax Increment Financing: A Tool for Local Economic Development,”
Land Lines 18, no. 1 (2006), 7.
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create economic cannibalism within the city of Charleston”.54

This question of if TIF districts really pay off also stand to be considered based on

non-fiscal criteria such as the socio-cultural factors discussed previously. The difficulty in
applying the “but for” rule is that there is no statutory rubric for evaluation of whether a
development would or would not proceed without the TIF.
Three major criticisms often leveled against TIF are.
1.
2.
3.

TIF should be confined to seriously blighted areas and not used as cities often do, to
support projects in already well-established, successful commercial areas
TIF is often used to subsidize retail development for the property and sales tax it
will bring, displacing sales from other locations

Cities sponsoring tax increment projects drain property tax revenue from schools
and counties while attracting new residents and firms, increasing demands for
public services.55

One way to improve outcomes of TIF investments and to possibly build a case against

the threats against them is to consider the question of “do TIFs really pay off” in a larger
context? Such as non fiscal criteria like socio-cultural factors discussed in the previous
chapter. Incorporating wider interest, such as historic preservation, complicates the

equation, but provides a more robust and multi-dimensional analysis of TIF efficiency.

While there are risks of TIF implementation, it is important to note the successes as

well. TIF’s aid in extensive blight removal, urban redevelopment, Brownfield remediation,

and arguably property tax revenue growth. There are also numerous success stories of cities
that have utilized TIF. For example, in the 1990s, with help of TIF, Fullerton, CA was able to
restore its downtown, preserving over seventy historic buildings. By the 2000s, downtown
Fullerton emerged as the “acknowledged social and cultural center for the city’s 126,000
residents” and a “magnet for people from surrounding communities”. Fullerton achieved

its downtown revival through two decades of active redevelopment by utilizing TIF. Two

54 Interview with Charleston City Attorney Charlton DeSaussure, February 15, 2013.
55 Revitalizing Foreclosed Properties, www.saveportland.org, Accessed November 9, 2013.
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other well-known success stories include: the Virginia Beach town center in Virginia Beach
Virginia, and the Pearl District in Portland Oregon.56

This trend is gaining momentum . People are beginning to have a new image of what

urban America could look like, and how TIF can help reach that goal. What used to be white
flight57 to the suburbs is now becoming “bright flight” back to the cities . Urban areas are
now magnets for aspiring young adults who see access to knowledge-based jobs, public

transportation and new city ambiance.58 These cities- like Boston, New York, San Francisco,

Washington DC, Los Angles, Portland, Seattle, and Austin- are now being coined ‘superstar’59
cities, and they have a vibrant ‘creative class’60 of citizens.

56 Revitalization of the Pearl District has played a critical role in Portland’s housing strategy
and in achieving regional and state goals for growth management. Success in creating a
high-density urban neighborhood has helped relieve pressure to expand the Urban Growth
Boundary and protect rural resource lands.
Pearl District Business Association, “History of the Pearl,” Community, http://
explorethepearl.com/community/history-of-the-pearl/
57 White flight is a term that originated in the United States, starting in the mid-20th
century, and applied to the large-scale migration of whites of various European ancestries
from racially mixed urban regions to more racially homogeneous suburban or exurban
regions. The term has more recently been applied to other migrations by whites, from older,
inner suburbs to rural areas, as well as from the US Northeast and Midwest to the milder
climate in Southeast and Southwest.
Richard T. Schaefer, The Encyclopedia of Race, Ethnicity, and Society, (DePaul University:
SAGE Publications, 2008).57.

59 A superstar city has a limited supply of places in which to live, and in the face of
increasing demand exhibits rising prices. More importantly, a superstar city is unique
enough that there is no close substitute city, thus keeping the supply inelastic. The more
people that prefer the city, the more expensive it will become. We define superstar cities as
those with the highest rates of long-run house price appreciation. But the superstar cities
model argues that living in certain places such as the Bay Area is a luxury, not a right. One of
the co-authors was having lunch at a conference where the person sitting next to him was
complaining that this daughter could not afford to live in the Boston area, where she had
grown up. To which the co-author responded, “You wouldn’t be angry that your daughter
couldn’t afford to buy a Mercedes. Yet you’re upset that she can’t afford to live in Boston?
There’s no difference.”
Joseph Gyourko, “Superstar Cities” (Master’s Thesis, Columbia University, 2004), 7.
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To conclude, economic development rarely occurs without some sort of economic

incentive or policy making. These policies, especially TIF, come with criticism. Critics

argue that TIF harms other local taxing jurisdictions such as school districts, creates no

real property value growth, and simply reshuffles economic growth instead of creating new
growth. There is clearly a need for fiscal and planning transparency, which is something
citizens will have to advocate for. With over one hundred million Americans expected to

move to urban cores over the next 50 years,61 cities will need both public and private capital
investments to build the kinds of places potential new comers will desire. TIF enables local

government officials to influence the design, location, and uses of private development more
directly than they could in their regulatory capacity alone. The next chapter will discuss the
methodological approach to implementing a NSI in the CRBN and how without them, the
socio-cultural, economic, and historic fabric of this neighborhood is undermined.

61 George Lefcoe, Competing For the Next Hundred Million Americans: The Uses and Abuses
of Tax Increment Financing, University of Southern California Law School, Urban Lawyer, Vol
43, (2010),37.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CASE STUDIES AND METHODOLOGY
The research of various projects and reports contributed immensely to the

development of NSI’s main concept and methodology. The related projects include

historic resources surveys, which have innovative approaches to methodology, technology,
and urban character classifications. These resources were discovered by consulting with
preservationists and urban planners, exploring organizations’ websites, and performing

online keyword searches. Dozens of case studies and reports were analyzed and critiqued,
however, only three were chosen for discussion in this chapter. These studies were pulled
apart and restructured in a manner that will best fit interpretation relative to the CRBN.
Stitching together different portions of the studies listed below resulted in a strategy for
undertaking the NSI.
•
•
•

Survey LA, Los Angeles, California

2004 Upper Peninsula Survey, Historic Resources Survey for the City of Charleston
Character Study Project: Developing a New Type of Historic Resources Survey,
UPenn1

(Complete citations can be found in the Bibliography)

Section One: Case Studies

This section provides brief summaries of the three case studies referenced, with

particular attention to elements that informed the development of the NSI process or that
offered a model for recommended future work.

1 Other Charleston surveys reviewed, but not referenced:
• This is Charleston, 1944
• Historic Architecture Inventory, 1972-73
• Architectural Survey, 1985
• Newry Conditions Assessment: Charleston and North Charleston Housing
Initiative(CANCHI)
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SurveyLA
The City of Los Angeles is currently in phase two of SurveyLA, a citywide historic

resources survey of 880,000 parcels across 466 square miles. Like the NSI method, it aims

to provide data on potential historic resources as part of a comprehensive planning process.
While SurveyLA and NSIs are both completed at the parcel level. Survey LA operates at
a much larger scale , has a more complex process, and focuses largely on community

engagement. Due to narrow time constraints the CRBN’s NSI included limited community
engagement. Only one public meeting was held through sponsorship of a Charleston

non-profit organization, Enough Pie, on February 28, 2013. This two hour community

design workshop focused on the redevelopment of the upper east-side of the Charleston

peninsula. Over 115 local residents attended the workshop and provided personal opinions
on the needs and assets of this area. This meeting was unique in that there were diverse
methods of voicing opinions. These included: mind maps drawings, note-taking, visual

interpretations, comment cards, chalkboards for discussion topics, and charts and graph

visual aids. It is highly recommended that the City continues to seek community opinions

and encourage public involvement before redeveloping the CRBN. SurveyLA’s engagement
practices are a positive model for Charleston planners and developers to reference.

SurveyLA guide could serve as a model for community education and outreach for future
preservation efforts in Charleston.

The LA Historic Resources office manages the survey process with support from the

Planning Departments Systems and GIS division. Staff and consultants develop the historic
context tables and statements, and teams of consultants conduct survey fieldwork. A five

person survey review committee; composed of high-level professionals and an area-specific
community representatives, reviews the consultants’ findings and recommendations.2

Working with limited resources, the CRBN NSI was completed primarily by the author in

2 Office of Historic Resources, Los Angeles Department of City Planning, “Survey LA : Los
Angeles Historic Resources Survey,” Accessed January 1 2013, http://preservation.lacity.org/
survey
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just over a one month period. Even though the time line and scale of inventory are diverse

between these two projects, SurveyLA never-the-less an informative model. With additional
assistance, surveyors, and data analysts, the City can feasibly complete a NSI at a scale
similar to the CRBN in less than two weeks.

SurveyLA and NSIs share the same central goals: to integrate historic resources

into planning considerations, thereby informing and shaping redevelopment changes

that occur within communities. Additionally, both surveys are conducted in concert with

community planning activities, and it incorporate Geographical Information Systems (GIS)

at a fundamental level to integrate information with the City’s planning database.3 The scale

of SurveyLA is much larger and more detailed, and only structures constructed before 1950
are evaluated. The CRBN NSI recorded every parcel and structure regardless of age or
historic significance.

The 2004 Historic Architectural Resources Survey of the Upper Peninsula: Charleston,
South Carolina
The objective of this architectural resources survey was to identify all above-ground

historic architectural resources, within a particular geographic area of the Charleston’s
Upper Peninsula, that retain sufficient integrity to be included in the Statewide Survey

of Historic Places.4 These resources included buildings, structures, objects, districts, and

landscapes that have architectural or historical significance. The primary goal of this project
was to provide information to city of Charleston public officials to not only better inform
their decisions regarding the impact of development and other activities on the Upper
Peninsula’s cultural resources, but to set priorities for the protection and use of those
resources.

4 John Beaty and Ralph Bailey, “A Historic Architectural Resources Survey of the Upper
Peninsula, Charleston SC”, (Brockington and Associates, 2004),5.
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While the Historic Architectural Survey followed the State and Federal guidelines

for conducting architectural surveys; NSIs instead, take a full assessment of the project

area regardless of historic integrity or age. The NSI data collection process noted every

parcel and rated the condition of each structure. Condition’s ratings are referenced to the
appendices. Referencing past historic resource surveys completed in CH, give a context

and serves as a reference method for NSIs. Compiling all past historic resource surveys and
mapping the areas surveyed allowed the author to see a gap in data collection. A historic

resource survey has not been completed for the CRBN TIF District. The NSI will be a great

addition and provide help to complete an entire historic resources survey for the Charleston
peninsula.

Character Study Project
Various aspects of the University of Pennsylvania’s Character Study Project (CSP)

methodology were applied to NSIs. The CSP provides a unique approach to grouping
potential historic resources at the sub-block level. This affords local planners and

preservationists using a digital platform, fast data collection, and easy integration with
planning systems. The concise, organized, easy to understand layout of the CSP ‘final

proposal’ was integrated into the CRBN NSI. The methodology of the CSP and NSI are similar,
but there are many differences.

The main differences between the CSP and the NSI are the number of team

members, funding, and the initial inventory process. There was only one main researcher

for the CRBN NSI while a CSP team required more than six team members. The CRBN NSI’s

main researcher consulted with two other surveyors, but only when rating the conditions of
the structures. Significant funding was received for the CSP, while no funding was provided

for the NSIs. NSI’s inventory process was a method of quick, on the ground , surveying done
on foot, unlike the CSP’s ‘windshield surveying’ method. NSIs require photographing and
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marking each individual parcel for typology, unlike CSP which did overall block assessments
of character. CSP’s transparency, applicability, clear understanding, and scale, make it a
valuable reference to use for NSIs.

Section Two: Methodology

NSIs provide unique information on potential historic resources at the parcel level

to local planners and preservationists, using a digital platform for consistent, reliable data

collection and easy integration with municipal GIS planning systems. The key reason for this
study (in the form of an NSI) is to examine the relationship between TIF implementation

and its impact on the social, cultural, economic, and historic fabric of the CRBN. The findings
from the NSI study will then be available to city officials, developers, and interested citizens;

providing them a baseline to make redevelopment decisions in the CRBN neighborhood that
will not only be economically successful, but will support the sustainability of the diverse
socio-cultural aspects , and incorporate a perspective sensitive to the existing historic

fabric of this community. This is an inventory assessment of each parcel located within the
Cooper River Bridge TIF district. A complete excel document, found in Appendix B, lists

all necessary components and their results to complete basic NSI. Appendix C individually

lists each photographed parcel. This provides a visual reference and baseline of the CRBN’s
features as of February 2013.

GIS is an advanced computer software program that is used as a platform to collect,

analyze, and map geographically linked data. The City of Charleston utilizes GIS, which

allows the CRBN NSI data to be easily integrated into their system. The methodology chosen
for this study responds to and accommodates significant constraints, including short time

lines and limited data access. This methodology is intended to be general enough to apply
to other neighborhoods and cities. Ideally NSIs will be conducted by the city of Charleston

before creating a new TIF district, and used as an updating method for redevelopment areas.
The methodology outlined here is designed to create and synthesize a broad array
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of information into a spatial database to inform redevelopment plans; collecting information
that will help target and inform audiences regarding cultural and historic resources at the

neighborhood and parcel level. The methodology developed for conducting a NSI consists of
six steps, graphically summarized in Figure 4.1.

Research Method and Design Appropriateness
The CRBN NSI follows a pragmatic method that is easily replicable in other TIF

districts or redevelopment areas. NSIs are more effective when not one, but multiple

approaches to research are used. This is also known as a triangulation method approach

and includes a variety of data sources (data triangulation), use of multiple perspectives to

interpret the conditions reports (theory triangulation), and/or use of multiple methods to
study the research questions (methodological triangulation).
Step One: Establishing Framework
•

•

Goals

		
Product

Develop a sense of local history and geography; collect information 		

to direct initial research and survey work

Map of potential areas or structures of significance, major research 		

		themes

In this initial research stage, a limited array of broad, shallow data, and skimmed

information was gathered. Institutional knowledge was collected from knowledgeable

planners and preservationists from City of Charleston staff, including: Christopher Morgan,
Planning Division Director, Jonathan Oakman, Business Services Director, and Michael

Maher, Charleston Civic Design Center Director. Since the boundaries of the TIF district

were set, it was a matter of close observation of this area and note taking to reveal historical
themes, including cultural and social significance. Examination of the area in Google Maps
and Pictometry was done, as well as a review of available historic maps.

The original research for this thesis focused on answering one or all of the following
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Fieldwork
1 First Impressions

2

•

•
•
•

•
•

3
•

METHODOLOGY

NEIGHBORHOOD SNAPSHOT INVENTORIES

Research

•

Compile current
and historic maps
Web Research
Consult City Staff

Creation

Context
Historic Research
Primary Layer
Demographic
Maps

4

Survey
On-the-ground
inventory
Photographs

•

Historic Patterns
and Themes
Conditions
Assessment

•

5
•

Final Products
Organize and
Categorize Data
Project Summary

•

6
•

Analysis

Suggestions
Sustainable
Redevelopment

Objectives
•

Quickly become familar with CRBN

•

Gather information on
neighborhood context;
document area

Figure 4.1 Methodology
Created by Author
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•

Layer all information
and create maps

questions:
1.

2.

3.

4.

To what extent did TIF district implementation affect property values of parcels
located in or within a .25 mile radius of the CRBN TIF district?

Which public projects were funded partially, or in full, by TIF increment
revenues? Where are these projects located?

What were the demographics of the TIF district 5 years prior to implementation,
and 5 years post implementation? Was, or is, gentrification an issue?

How have, or will, potential TIF funded projects affect property values of
neighboring parcels?

Due to time constraints, deficiencies of data, inability to access particular statistics,

lack of economics experience in statistical modeling, and inconclusive results, many these
questions could not be confidently answered. Fortunately, by implementing NSI’s, one

question that could be addressed is, “How does the social, cultural, economic, and historic

fabric of a neighborhood change once TIF districts are established?” After researching, and
talking with various city planners and preservation professionals, it was apparent that no

one had fully researched per-and-post TIF district implementation in Charleston in regards

to the affect it has on the social, cultural, economic, and historic features of a neighborhood.
This gap in available information was the catalyst for the NSI project. Redevelopment of

this area was inevitable, and yet only information available on the current condition of this
neighborhood was generalized and spotty at best. By the end of step one, it was clear that
a complete snapshot inventory of the CRBN TIF, at the individual parcel level, was needed
to provide planners and developers with recommendations on how to be sensitive to the
CRBN’s diversely rich history. Thus, a process to generate a NSI was created.
Step Two: Context
•

Goals		

Gather and synthesize information on area development and context
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•

Product

		

Brief historic context statement, primary GIS layer, and maps 			
showing evolution of demographic data

The only way to make redevelopment decisions that are sensitive to the CRBN’s history

is to establish an historic context statement. Various historic context statements from the
City of Charleston’s Planning Department and Historic Charleston Foundation were used
to identify patterns, themes, and trends that have occurred in the East Side. Research for
this included: local newspapers, and historic maps and photographs, and local library

collections. The focus of this research was not to be exhaustive, but to provide a summarized
background. The themes identified in the historic context statement guided identification

of periods of significance and thus the focus of survey work. Once a context statement was
researched and written, the importance of preserving the social, cultural, economic, and
historic fabric of this neighborhood was better established.

Establishing spatial data of this area was vital. A primary parcel layer shapefile was

provided by Charleston County GIS Coordinator, Brenda Wheatley. This layer was used for

data analysis as well as the foundation for all subsequent GIS maps created for this project.

GIS was used as the primary information container and analytical tool for classification. The
last task in stage two involved mapping the current demographic state of the CRBN.
Step Three: Survey
•
•

Goal		

Refine understanding of neighborhood based on fieldwork

		

identifying areas and themes for further study.

Product

Map obvious landmark buildings, map assets map, complete NSI, 		

The first phase of step three required on-the-ground survey work, and photographing

all 202 individual parcels. An on-the-ground survey, rather than a windshield survey was
completed in order to ensure that proper organization and consistent evaluations were

done. Vacant and underutilized lots, as well as structures were individually photographed

and referenced. This survey was completed in two separate three hour segments. The first
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segment was completed on Saturday, February 16th, 2013, and the second was completed

on Sunday, February 17th, 2013. The survey stage layers information from the previous two
steps, producing maps showing the integrity of potentially significant cultural or historical
properties. Photographs of the front facade of each structure or lot were taken to later

provide accurate assessments of conditions ratings. Each parcel was collected to provide a
complete NSI of the neighborhood. These results were then integrated into GIS as a layer.

Potential landmarks and areas of interest according to planning and preservation experts
were then added to the primary layer.
Step Four: Analysis
•
•

Goal 		

Map results; explain historic patterns and themes in more detail

		

underutilized land;map of current parcel condition

Product

Maps showing integrity;cultural and historic resources; map of 		

Survey and analytical work were carried out by Rebecca Quandt, a graduate student in

Clemson/College of Charleston’s Historic Preservation program. The houses in the CRBN
were assigned a conditions grade using a system similar to one used by the Charleston

and North Charleston Housing Initiative (CANCHI). Next, the conditions assessment was
completed over a two day period. It is important to note that the data used to determine

how the houses were graded was gathered by street side observation and photography. This
should not be taken as comprehensive or an in-depth house inspection. The information is
intended to show overall patterns in the condition of the houses in the CRBN TIF district.
Using the following measurements, the structures were assigned a grade of

Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, or Dilapidated.
•

•

Excellent: An exceptional structure No structural work appears necessary. Any work
needed is would be minimally cosmetic.

Good: Structure is inhabitable in its current condition, only minor work on some of
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•

•

•

its elements is needed.

Fair: Major work is required on some of the elements to keep this structure
inhabitable.

Poor: While not a substantial as the work required for the lowest category, major
work is nevertheless required.

Dilapidated: This structure is a candidate for demolition and will required
extensive work to make it a habitable structure.

The roof or foundation of each structure was given exceptional attention. Regardless

of the overall condition of the house, if a poor score was given to the roof or foundation, it
was graded as poor or dilapidated because such significant repair requires expertise and
substantial investment.

In the second phase of step four, each photographed parcel was printed and their

conditions were rated. The author, along with surveyors, Pam Kendrick and Liz Shaw rated
the condition of each structure. In total, the surveyors reviewed 202 parcels, and rated the
condition of 168 structures. Each structure was given the benefit of the doubt in condition

ratings; if a structure’s rating seemed to fall between two ratings, the surveyors assigned the
higher rating to that structure.

The classification phase began with a group exercise to familiarize all three

surveyors with the methodology and typology. Researcher Rebecca Quandt, along with

Pam Kendrick and Elizabeth Shaw surveyed each photographed parcel to rate structure
conditions (See Appendix C for more detailed information). Surveyors classified each

structure one at a time, and moved to the next parcel only when a final rating was agreed
upon.

This survey work was largely preliminary. While intended to capture the overall

elements of a place, it is not expected to be comprehensive.
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Step Five: Final Products
•

•

Goal 		

Organize and categorize data collected during survey 				

Product

Project summary, analysis map and GIS files, redevelopment 			

		

stage, produce information for final hand off to City.

		recommendations

The built character of the CRBN reflects local history. The East Side, which began

developing in the eighteenth century, has patchwork development patterns with smaller
groupings and diverse adjacent uses. Most of the CRBN was constructed between

1890-1978 and is largely residential with some commercial. Many of the mid-to-late

twentieth century properties remain. Meeting Street has especially high concentration of
development from 1900-1950.
Step Six: Suggestions
•

Goal		
		

•

Integrate historic preservation and sustainable redevelopment into 		

public consciousness and make it part of planning and community 		

		decision-making
Product

Area plans and other plans that consider preservation as an 			

		

recognition of neighborhood character among residents, planners, 		

		
		

important element; community engagement activity; greater 			
community organizations, and developers.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Residents, private developers, and city officials are all involved in the redevelopment

process of the CRBN; yet, their individual power to influence decision-making varies

significantly. In short, the approach to economic development has a way to go before all

three group’s voices are heard equally. City officials will most likely survey residents living

within a redevelopment project, or will invite them to planning workshops. Here, residents
will be asked questions such as: What is your favorite aspect about this neighborhood? Do

you feel safe here? This neighborhood needs more of what types of businesses? The results
of these surveys are then compiled and likely to be taken into consideration, sometimes
even implemented. Nevertheless, if the opinions of these residents do not coincide with

the private developer or city official’s vision for the area, there is a high likelihood that the
residents’ voice will be lost.

The focus of this chapter is not to argue the hierarchical power of the municipal

government and private developers over citizens, but rather to provide these three groups
with the same CRBN baseline information. The first section of the CRBN NSI consists of

maps. This visual method of interpretation was conducted not by a private developer or a

city official, but by the author, a resident with a professional planning background residing
in a neighborhood bordering the CRBN. The following recommendations should be taken

into consideration when redeveloping the CRBN. Not because these recommendations offer
the perfect solution- it would be impossible to succeed in meeting every individual needs
and requests- but because for the first time recommendations have been provided as a

direct result from a holistic study, an NSI. Every reader will interpret these maps differently,
and are encouraged to do so. Considering diverse viewpoints, keeping an open mind, and

collaborating with different groups regarding the CRBN redevelopment is the true end goal
of an NSI.
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Section One: Map Interpretation
Maps can be a powerful tool in persuading redevelopment decision. This section

will provide the reader, via map interpretation, with a NSI of the CRBN TIF District.

Implementing a NSI into a visual format will allow for readers of diverse backgrounds

the opportunity to better understand the spatial location of socio-cultural and historic
resources located in the CRBN.

The first map (see Figure 5.1) provides a general spatial context for the reader

as well as a visual way to perceive patterns and trends in residential construction dates.

Accurate construction dates were difficult to access by the City. Thus, while it is known that
many structures were built earlier, the available dates of construction on the Charleston
peninsula range from 1709-2013.

The oldest construction phases are represented in dark blue, and the most recent

represented in shades of yellow. As the age of construction move from older to newer, the
scale shifts in this order. Dark blue, purple, pink, red, orange, and yellow. Yellow shading

represents construction dates between 1921-2013. Most of the Charleston peninsula has a

distinctly segmented construction phases. The southern portion of the peninsula is home to

almost all the buildings constructed in the 1700s. As you move towards the upper peninsula
the construction dates also change, clearly depicting the growth of Charleston from the
Eighteen to the Twentieth Century. Interestingly, the East Side of Charleston is home to

houses constructed from 1840-2013. Although not as hold as the southern peninsula, the

East Side has homes older than nearly all of the northwest side the peninsula. The CRBN’s
close proximately to houses dating to the early nineteenth century allow its increased
likelihood of having resources with historic potential. While old does not necessarily

equate with historic significance, it is clear the CRBN has historic potential that should be
considered.

Preservationists specialize in historically significant properties. The significance
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Figure 5.1 Available Construction Dates of Residential Structures
Located on The Charleston Peninsula
Map Created by Author
Data Courtesy of City of Charleston GIS Department
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can be placed anywhere from the prominence of the homeowner or builder, exceptional

use of building, or simply the age of the structure. Figure 5.2 is similar to Figure 5.1, yet it
provides a context for construction dates of structures on the Charleston upper Peninsula

that are 50 years or older. This does not mean all properties listed are significant enough to
place on the National Register, but it does give urban planners, preservationists, residents,
and developers a easy way to quickly reference which structures are old enough to be of
potential historic significance. Figure 5.3 lists only the construction dates of structures

located within the CRBN that are 50 years or older. Again, this is an easy way to visual areas
of potential historic significance. Since data becomes obsolete quickly, it is highly advised
that future NSIs include the construction dates of parcels listed at 45years or older. This
ensures that potential resources that are nearing the 50 year mark are not overlooked.

Other data this is easily assessable to gather and compile for an NSI is the building

typology. Figure 5.4 lists the general use typology of the parcels located within the CRBN.

This map gives a general understanding of the neighborhoods zoning context. Commercial
structures are listed in light green, it is clear that there is not only a lack of commercial

businesses in this area, but that there are zero anchor stores found in this area. Anchor

stores are businesses that provide enough local economic revenue to help “anchor” the
local capital of the neighborhood. Only small corner stores are located in the CRBN, no

retail, restaurant, or shopping can be found in a .2 mile radius. Adding small businesses and
anchor stores will attract new residents, maintain the sustainability of the neighborhood,

allow for a more walkable neighborhood, and raise property values. It must be stressed that
these new developments must occur at a slow enough rate to not cause gentrification.

The accessed market value of properties located in the CRBN in 2011 are depicted

in Figure 5.5. A significant amount of structures located here are valued at under $150,000;
well below the 2010 average home price in Charleston of $223,006. Including property
value in a NSI is important for two reasons: 1. It establishes a baseline to measure the

fluctuation of housing prices and property tax values. 2. Low property values typically
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Figure 5.2 Properties that are 50 years or older
Located in or within the CRBN
Map Created by Author
Data Courtesy of City of Charleston GIS Department
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Figure 5.3 Age of Properties located within the
CRBN TIF District
Map Created by Author
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Figure 5.4 General Use Typology of Parcels in the CRBN
TIF District
Map Created by Author
Data Courtesy of City of Charleston GIS Department
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Figure 5.5 2011 Accessed Market Values of Parcels
Located in the CRBN TIF District
Map Created by Author
Data Courtesy of City of Charleston GIS Department
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mean the property or structure is underutilized or in poor condition,which is also a factor
of blight. This information can be beneficial to the City in defending its blight findings
argument.

Figure 5.6 is a conditions assessment report for every structure in the CRBN TIF

District as of February 2013. Nine structures have been demolished, 71 are vacant, 43 are

in excellent condition, 20 structures are in good conditions, 13 are in fair condition, seven

are rated as poor, and five are dilapidated. See Figure 5.7This is one of the most important
inventories to include in an NSI, since it can aid or hinder the finding of blight. Which as a

result aids or hinders in proper TIF implementation. The condition’s assessment also sets a

measurable baseline for the properties in this area. If another NSI was taken of the CRBN in
ten year (2023) and a majority of blight was not significantly improved, then the City failed

Conditions Assessment of Parcels
Located in the CRBN TIF District
5%

Vacant or
Underutilized
Excellent

7%

12%

42%

8%

Fair
Good

26%

Demolished or
New Construction

Figure 5.6 Conditions Assessments of CRBN TIF District Parcels
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Figure 5.7 Property Conditions of Parcels located in the
CRBN TIF District
Map Created by Author
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at reaching its main objective in TIF implementation.

Cultural assets are an integral component of a NSI. Figure 5.8 visually pinpoints all

cultural or educational assets, as well as parks and designated open-spaces assets located in
and within a .25 mile radius of the CRBN TIF district. Five educational assets are located in

the CRBN, with zero cultural assets located in or within a six block radius of the CRBN. This
depicts there is a need for more cultural assets in the CRBN because as of now, there are

none located in this area. Only one park is located within the CRBN boundaries. Three parks
are located within a two block radius. Figure 5.9 shows vacant and underutilized land, and

is the final product of the NSI for the CRBN. As stated previously, 42% of the parcels located

in the CRBN TIF district are vacant or underutilized. This is a significant amount of property
and represents an immense development opportunity for the City.

Section Two: Suggestions and Recommendations

The future of the socio-cultural, economic, and historic features in this

neighborhood are yet to be determined, but redevelopment is guaranteed. The

implementation of the CRB TIF district threatens the deeply embedded cultural

resources found in this predominantly African American community. Before city officials,
private developers, or citizens move forward in the planning phases, the following
recommendations should be taken into consideration.

1. Reference the four-pillar approach to sustainability- Sustainability in the
CRBN should consist of cultural vitality, environmental responsibility, social
equity, and economic health. This approach to sustainability focuses more

on human and cultural capital than ever before. The only way to maintain or

attempt to keep the socio-cultural and historic fabric of the CRBN intact is to

reference this four pillar approach. If the true goal of the city is to re-knit the
neighborhood the people should be in mind the four-pillar approach is best.
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Assets Located in and within a .25 mile
radius of the CRBN TIF District
Parks and Designated Open Spaces
Cultural or EducaƟonal Assets

Figure 5.8 Assets located in or within the CRBN TIF District
Map Created by Author
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Figure 5.9 Vacant or Underutilized Land in the CRBN TIF District
Map Created by Author
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2. Develop sustainability indicators- Deciding on what these indicators should
be will vary immensely depending on the group. The cultural fabric of this

neighborhood is at risk, so it is important to develop sustainability indicators
that can measure what the success or failure of this would look like to
3.

appropriately measure successes and failures.

Re-evaluate methods of establishing TIF districts- Gerrymandering has

a negative connotation, and having the CRBN TIF district under scrutiny

of potential gerrymandering will only cause community uproar and slow

the development process. The CRBN TIF boundaries are inconsistent, lack
cohesiveness; include properties that are not blighted. The argument for
gerrymandering is strong, and one that should be looked into further.

4. Re-evaluating the definition of blight- This correlates with number three,
without proper definition of the term blight, the case for gerrymandering

can easily be made. The requirements for blight findings are broad and can

easily apply to most properties on the peninsula. Re-defining this word and

establishing stronger requirements for blight findings in TIF districts will make
the City’s justifications for TIF district implementation stronger.

5. Reference best practice methods for TIF- Charleston is known as the premier
leader in historic preservation methods, but Chicago is known as the innovator

in TIF implementation. Referencing organizations such as Landmark Illinois can
ensure that preservation and economic goals in TIF districts are aligned.

6. Fiscal transparency- One of the biggest problems with city planning today is

fiscal transparency. The level of clarity from city planner to the average residents
is non-existent. Keeping up-to-date records, effective filing methods, accessible
data, and easily transferable data from one new technology to another will
ensure improvement of fiscal transparency.
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7. Importance of asset mapping- Finding the CRBN’s assets which can assist in

CRBN’s community capacity building is vital for the cultural preservation of this

neighborhood. Hidden within this neighborhood are residents that have skills or
assets applicable to others. Establishing community workshops once a month to
get neighbors together to ‘showcase’ their skills or give mini-lessons on a talent
they excel in can only improve the neighborhood. Whether these community

workshops include cooking classes, resume workshops, parenting techniques,
or automobile repair, they all can help connect neighbor-to –neighbor while

improving personal lives. These are easy to implement and are cost efficient.

8. Design recommendations: A large strip of vacant land bisects the CRBN. There
have been intense discussions on what this area should look like. The only way
to re-knit this community and to develop social inclusion for all residents is
to utilize this vacant land into public space. The cost of developing this land
into open park space is significantly less than in-filling it with business and

new residential apartments. This open space could be used for cultural events
such as, Thursday night farmers’ markets, concerts and/or movies in the park,

community workshops, sporting events, social gatherings, etc. Not only will this
promote a slower redevelopment of this area, thus lessening the likelihood of

gentrification, but it will allow residents in other communities to experience this
space in a way never before seen. This vacant land can also be a linkage to the
bridge.

9. Develop/apply sticks and carrots for businesses: Promote the ‘Buy Locally,

Hire Locally Campaign’. Numerous cities nationwide have developed incentives
for new businesses. One of these incentives is to apply a 10-15% tax deduction
or abatement to companies that hire 60% or more of their employees from the
same zip code in which the business is located. This promotes not only local

hiring, but neighborhood hiring which could give great job opportunities for
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CRBN residents. On the other hand, increasing tax rates, or establishing other

forms of ‘sticks’ to companies that do not hire locally could also be established
by the City.

10. Bicycle/walker-friendly pilot Study- The majority of residents living in the

CRBN do not own a personal vehicle. Public transportation, bicycles or walking
are the main modes of transportation. Redeveloping this area with this type
of resident in mind will do two things. One: confirms or helps solidify that

the City’s main priority for this area is to re-knit the community. Two: allow
the City to develop a walkablity pilot study for this area. Charleston’s goals

are to improve pedestrian bike paths and walkablity; there is an opportunity
to seamlessly develop a pilot study in this area for this area. As discussed

previously in number 8, this neighborhood could provide a continued walkablity
linkage that extends from the bridge all the way to the old rail line that runs

parallel to King Street. This rail line will soon be redeveloped into a pedestrian/
bike path. In the near future, a complete pedestrian/bike path could hold a

connection all the way from Magnolia Cemetery - located on the upper neck

portion of Charleston- through the CRBN, and over the Ravenel Bridge to Mt.
Pleasant. This multi-modal transportation system would be innovative for
Charleston, and give this City yet another competitive edge.

11. Establish consistent NSI’s- NSI’s are a great baseline for providing information
at a specific time in place. However, without continuous NSI updating, this

information will become ineffectual. It is recommended that an NSI is completed
the same year a TIF is developed and every 10 years there on after until the TIF
expires (typically 25-30 years). At a minimum a pre and post TIF NSI should be
completed.

12. Address lack in social and cultural data compiled- NSIs provide a baseline
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for measurablity indicators, yet most of these baselines consist of data that is

already being collected by various departments within the City. Property values,
building typology, and construction dates is all data that the City currently has

access to. While NSIs are unique in that they integrate all this data into a format
never before seen in the City of Charleston, the CRBN NSI lacking in the amount
of social and cultural data complied. This recommendation is significant is the
most important component to the success of NSIs. The entire goal of a NSI is

to provide measurablity indicators to measure the change in socio-cultural and
historic features of a development area. As is, the CRBN NSI is a basic baseline,

but more needs to be done. The opinions, voices, and stories of these residents
have never been recorded. Integrating oral histories, personal stories, and

the voices of these residents into the CRBN NSI will provide a true holistic
documentation of this area.

13. Alleviate the high crime rate in the CRBN- Mayor Joseph Riley has held office
for the city of Charleston since 1975. During the past 38 years he’s has strived
to improve the high crime rates found on Charleston’s Eastside. The crimes

rates have been touched on briefly in this research, but an accurate depiction

of residents sense of safety has not been addressed. Feeling unsafe in your own
neighborhood equates to a low quality of life. Public policies have attempted to
alleviate the high crime rate in the East Side, but there is still much to be done.

As stated in Chapter Two, social engagement in neighborhoods is essential to a
safer community. This engagement starts with creative placemaking.

The recommendations above are directly resulting from the information provided

by the NSI maps located on the previously. A baseline inventory of the CRBN was completed
in February 2013. There are multiple ways to envision the future of this culturally unique

neighborhood. This area holds a vast amount of economic opportunity. Yet, there is still a
way to keep this neighborhood’s socio-cultural and historic preservation intact as well as
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limit gentrification, all while redevelopment this area to hold revenue producing projects.

The answer is slow, not rapid redevelopment; provide opportunities for residents to move

up the socio-economic ladder, foster creative placemaking, map community assets, start at a
smaller scale (both socially and monetarily), and avoid developing structures that promote
social polarization, aka, create more open-spaces. And most importantly, record the stories
of the lifelong residents living in the CRBN. More than 100 years ago, East Side was an

industrious and respected working-class community. In addition to a few wealthy planters

and slaves, more than 3,000 free black carpenters, iron smiths, tailors, and wholesalers lived
here, and a substantial portion of them were property owners. 1

Once the largest community of free black craftsmen in the nation, but for most

of this century an area of poverty and blight, East Side is now seeing a steady growth in

investment and rehabilitation. With a booming downtown, geographically development
has no place to go but north. Together, we should address vulnerability, tolerance, and

capacity for change in redevelopment neighborhoods and draft strategies and principles for

dealing with sensitive historic areas in a planning context. This research can lead to a better
understanding of place, as well as potential designation at the local, state, or national levels
and eligibility incentives. This work can and should include more extensive community
outreach and education about preservation, local history, and the culture of the CRBN.

Finally, relationships should be maintained with interested community members. Local

residents can contribute knowledge of local history, help to rally and organize neighbors
to preserve their neighborhood during redevelopment processes, and advocate for

preservation initiative at both neighborhood and citywide scales. The NSI study sought to do
three things: 1) establish the Cooper River Bridge Neighborhood’s existing built character
through classifying property typologies and current conditions, 2) link that character to
historic development patterns, and 3) create a baseline inventory of the social, cultural,

1
Nancy Herdon, A Neighborhood Anchored in History: Charleston’s Proud East Side
Tries to Maintain its Identity as Development Approaches. The Christan Science Monitor
(July 1987), 1.
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economic, and historic features of the CRBN.

These are just a few of the many suggestions that can be taken into consideration;

and while this area may not be important to all people, it is important to someone. It

contains centuries of socio-cultural and architectural history. This area of Charleston is
someone’s neighborhood, their community, their home. This place matters.
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Appendix A
Glossary and Details of Tax Increment Financing
Acronyms
•
•
•
•

NSI- Neighborhood Snapshot Inventory
TIF- Tax Increment Financing
CRBN- Cooper River Bridge Neighborhood
CSP- Character Study Project
V=
V=
V=
V=

R(X-Y)
Or
0.009 ($45Million-$25Million)
0.009 ($20 Million)
$180 Million in increment revenues would
flow into the redevelopment fund

Tax Increment Financing Model

1.)DETERMINE THE TOTAL MILLAGE RATE that applies to the property by adding the

county base millage rate, the city millage rate (if charged -- only cities charging a millage
appear with their respective county listings), the school district millage rate (except for

owner-occupied residential properties), and any applicable “other” special purpose/special
tax district mils charged to your property.

County Base + School District (if applicable) + City/Town (if applicable) + Other/Special
Mils (if applicable) = Total Millage

2.) DETERMINE THE ASSESSED VALUE OF THE PROPERTY. Multiply the assessment ratio
(set forth by State law dependent on property classification) by the fair market value of

the property. The value of real and personal property used in manufacturing operations is

established by the South Carolina Department of Revenue. The real and personal property
values of certain distribution facilities, corporate headquarters, and corporate offices
are also established by the Department of Revenue. All other property values are the

responsibility of county government. Assessment ratios applied to the fair market value of
real property vary by classification set forth by State law as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing and utility companies (real and personal property) - 10.5%
Residential real estate (owner-occupied) - 4.0%
Commercial and residential non-owner-occupied real property - 6.0%
Agricultural real property (private or commercial ownership, respectively) - 			
4.0% or 6.0%
Motor vehicles - 6.0%
All other personal property - 10.5%

3.) MULTIPLY THE ASSESSED VALUE BY THE TOTAL MILLAGE RATE.
Assessed Value x Millage Rate = Property Tax

Note: The above method should be used for determining estimates only. The calculation

does not include property tax rollbacks for local option sales tax credits in certain counties.
Contact the county auditor for the actual property tax on a specific property.
Residential Property Example:

COUNTY BASE MILLAGE RATE 2011
Charleston County .05300

County Base Includes: County Operations, County Bonds, Park & Recreation

Commission Operating, Trident Technical College, Park & Recreation Commission Bonds
CITY MILLAGE RATE 2011
Charleston .07880

SCHOOL DISTRICT MILLAGE RATE 2011
Charleston .12650

South Carolina Association of Counties, “South Carolina Property Tax Rates By County 2011”,
December 2011

There are eight successful Department of Housing and Community Development Programs
currently in progress in Charleston.

• Homeownership Initiative Program was adopted by the City of Charleston City Council in

2002. It was designed to create affordable housing opportunities for low- and-moderate-income families and stimulate revitalization in targeted neighborhoods –Cannonborough,
Elliottborough, the West Side, and the East Side. Homeownership Initiative is a first-time
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home purchase program that assists individuals and families earning up to 120 percent of
the Area Median Income (AMI) achieve the dream of homeownership (AMI is $60,200 based
on a household of four). Since 2004, the Homeownership Initiative has produced 101 homes
on Charleston’s Peninsula.

• The City of Charleston Employer Assisted Housing Program (EAH) is an employer-provided benefit that assists City employees with the first-time purchase of a home. The City’s EAH
program was designed to bolster efforts to revitalize targeted neighborhoods and provide
more affordable homeownership opportunities throughout the City, while making the
dream of homeownership a reality for employees of the City and local businesses. The EAH
program is a partnership between the City of Charleston, local lenders and employees.
• Sub-recipient Funding is used to provide services to residents in the Metropolitan Statistical Area or MSA. The organizations offer a range of services to aid in the mission of the
Department. Services include but are not limited to providing rent, utility and mortgage assistance, after-school youth programs, down payment assistance, Fair Housing workshops,
homeowner rehabilitation, and housing construction.

• Enston Home Funds were awarded to the Coalition on Housing & Homelessness to be used
to benefit elderly individuals and their families. Enston Home funds may be used for rental
subsidies, moving expenses, construction and rehabilitation costs, predevelopment costs,
transitional housing and utility assistance associated with the creation of affordable housing.
• Continuum of Care Shelter Plus Care Grant is partially used to provide permanent housing
assistance to six disabled homeless persons and their families.
• Housing Rehabilitation Program assists homeowners with the repair and maintenance of
their homes.
• Lead-based Paint Hazard Control Program’s primary goal is to eliminate childhood lead
poisoning by addressing the problem at its source.

Geona Shaw Johnson, “Housing and Community Development Programs”, City of Charleston:

Department of Housing and Community Development (2011).
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PID

Street_Address
4590101006 212 Huger st, Charleston
4590101007 218 Huger st, Charleston
4590101009 222 Huger st, Charleston
4590101010 224 Huger st, Charleston
4590101012 230 Huger st, Charleston
4590101013 232 Huger st, Charleston
4590101014 234 Huger st, Charleston
4590101017 Huger st, Charleston
4590101026 616 Meeting st, Charleston
4590101031 27 Cedar st, Charleston
4590101032 25 Cedar st, Charleston
4590101081 Meeting st, Charleston
4590103003 Johnson st, Charleston
4590103031 578 Meeting st, Charleston
4590103045 584 Meeting st, Charleston
4590103047 590 Meeting st, Charleston
4590103048 245 Huger st, Charleston
4590103051 237 Huger st, Charleston
4590103052 Nassau, Charleston
4950103053 292 Nassau St, Charleston
4590103054 235 Huger st, Charleston
4590103055 233 Huger st, Charleston
4590103056 231 Huger st, Charleston
4590103057 229 Huger st, Charleston
4590103058 227 Huger st, Charleston
4590103059 Uart st, Charleston
4590103060 Uart st, Charleston
4590103066 294 Nassau st, Charleston
4590104001 274 Hanover st, Charleston
4590104002 278 Hanover st, Charleston
4590104003 Huger st, Charleston
4590104005 221 Huger st, Charleston
4590104006 217 Huger st, Charleston
4590104007 Huger st, Charleston
4590104008 Huger st, Charleston
4590104009 Huger st, Charleston
4590104010 899 Huger st, Charleston
4590104011 76 Stuart st, Charleston
4590101016 74 Stuart st, Charleston
4590104017 76 Stuart st, Charleston
4590104018 Uart st, Charleston
4590104019 78 Stuart st, Charleston
4590104020 Hanover st, Charleston
4590104025 Ameica st, Charleston
4590104026 Morris Dr, Charleston
4590200002 Morrison Dr, Charleston
4590200005 Morrison Dr, Charleston
4590200006 910 Morrison Dr, Charleston
4590200008 930 Morrison, Charleston
4590200018 Morrison Dr, Charleston
4590200022 Morrison Dr, Charleston
4590501011 529 Meeting st, Charleston
4590501014 Meeting St, Charleston
4590501015 551 Meeting St, Charleston
4590501016 547 Meeting st, Charleston
4590501017 545 Meeting St, Charleston
4590501018 537 Meeting St, Charleston
4590501021 527 Meeting st, Charleston
4590501022 525 Meeting St, Charleston
4590501023 Meeting st, Charleston

Market_Value_2011
0.00
95,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,295,000.00
646,000.00
9,900.00
100,500.00
1,103,000.00
0.00
2,321,250.00
0.00
350,000.00
377,000.00
14,900.00
0.00
34,000.00
55,000.00
0.00
0.00
64,000.00
0.00
281,500.00
305,700.00
0.00
236,800.00
206,100.00
110,000.00
78,200.00
1,100,000.00
79,000.00
79,000.00
79,000.00
3,080,000.00
394,000.00
137,500.00
653,000.00
9,300.00
55,900.00
11,100.00
45,000.00
182,000.00
175,000.00
296,000.00
0.00
668,000.00
1,356,000.00
1,345,000.00
985,000.00
184,000.00
586,000.00
327,800.00
0.00
481,100.00
111,500.00
1,248,000.00
275,100.00

Tax_Value_2011
$0.00
$2,180.00
0
0
0
0
0
77,700.00
28430
590
2020
66180
0
139280
0
18630
14080
890
0
2040
3300
0
0
3840
0
9210
8220
0
9040
9310
6600
4690
66,000.00
1810
1810
1,810
95,840
9,040
3500
610
560
3350
670
1550
4210
10500
12560
0
40080
81360
80700
37540
4070
24080
11970
0
24700
6690
5520
7490

Other_Information
$0.00 SC Department of Transporation
$511.91
172 Greater Refuge Church
0 Greater Refuge Church
344 Greater Refuge Church
0 Greater Refuge Church
0 Greater Refuge Church
18243.96 Hotel
172
138.43
350.39
15539.06 Hotel
172 St. Phillip AME Church
3440 Exhange Real Estate Holdings
98.9 Trustees for East Side Baptist Church
86
3306.07
384.05
0 Charleston Water Works
580.83
873.84
0 Greater Refuge Temple Church
0 Greater Refuge Temple Church
111.62
0 Greater Refuge Temple Church
2162.52
1930.06
0 Greater Refuge Temple Church
2822.67
2185.96
1549.68
1200.16
0
424.96
424.96
424.96
23,103.27
2,122.67
644.76
231.09
131.55
885.51
157.42
363.97
988.62
2465.4
3465.15
0 Public Works of the City
10852.4
1356
21820.61
10878.47
955.69
5740.03
2896.56
7912 Housing Authority
5971.51
1669.8
1468.1
1758.55

Taxes_2011
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1950 Fair
1940 Good
1975 Good
1969 Good

1985 Good
1980 Excellent

1978 good

1978 Good

1978 Good

1920 Good

1910 Fair
1935 Good

1960 Excellent

1940 Fair
1950 Excellent

1967 Fair
1961 Fair

1940 Demolished
1978 Demolished

1910 Demolisehd- New Development

Good
1950 Excellent
1990 Excellent
1960 Good
1986 Fair
1910 Dilapidated

1910 Fair

1991 Good

1981 Good
1971 Good
1953 Excellent
1910 Fair

Age_of_Structure Condition
1978 Good

Type
Commercial
Vacant
Commerical
Commercial
Church
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Church
MFG/Industrial
Not Classified
Commercial
Commerical
Residental
Undevelopable
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Commercial
Vacant
Residental
Commerical
Parking
Parking
Parking
Specialty Office
Vacant
Residental
Residental
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commercial
Vacant
Specialty WHS
Commerical
Speciatly RTL
Specialty WHS
Residental
Specialty
Commerical

Appendix B

Excel Spreadsheet of Parcels Located in the CRBN TIF District
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4590501024 203 Jackson st, Charleston
4590501047 193 Jackson st, Charleston
4590501055 14 Drews ct, Charleston
4590501091 78 Lee st, Charleston
4590501092 80 Lee st, Charleston
4590501093 82 Lee st, Charleston
4590501094 528 Meeting st, Charleston
4590501095 Walnut st, Charleston
4590503001 179 Nassau st, Charleston
4590503005 Nassau st, Charleston
4590503006 104 Cooper st, Charleston
4590503007 106 Cooper st, Charleston
4590503008 108 Cooper st, Charleston
4590503077 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503078 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503079 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503080 519 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503081 517 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503082 515 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503083 515 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503084 511 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503088 88 Meeting st, Charleston
4590503136 Line st, Charleston
4590504001 America st, Charleston
4590504002 America st, Charleston
4590504003 America st, Charleston
4590504047 62 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504048 58 Aiken st, Charleston
4590504049 79 Aiken st, Charleston
4590504050 77 Aiken st, Charleston
4590504051 75 Aiken st, Charleston
4590504052 58 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504053 68 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504054 70 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504055 74 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504056 76 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504114 Hanover st, Charleston
4590504115 Hanover st, Charleston
4590504116 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504117 92 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504118 168 Nassaust, Charleston
4590504192 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504193 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504194 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504195 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504196 90 Cooper st, Charleston
4590504197 Hanover st, Charleston
4590504198 Hanover st, Charleston
4590601001 1 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601002 22 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601003 24 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601004 28 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601005 30 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601006 32 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601007 34 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601008 36 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601009 38 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601010 40 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601011 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601012 42 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601013 46 Cooper st, Charleston

525,000.00
909,000.00
7,000.00
9,500.00
54,000.00
30,000.00
52,500.00
54,000.00
30,000.00
95,000.00
11,100.00
10,200.00
75,000.00
236,000.00
180,000.00
102,000.00
552,000.00
673,000.00
116,000.00
77,000.00
137,000.00
510,300.00
560,000.00
19,100.00
2,700.00
0.00
207,100.00
7,500.00
20,000.00
45,000.00
28,400.00
32,800.00
54,500.00
57,000.00
50,000.00
27,100.00
29,900.00
25,400.00
0.00
54,000.00
26,200.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
86,700.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
48,400.00
20,400.00
260,000.00
116,500.00
6,902.00
243,500.00
192,200.00
101,900.00
21,600.00
0.00
97,200.00
32,900.00

13310
5450
420
570
1490
830
1160
1490
1800
570
670
610
450
8690
6620
3760
22420
29600
4280
4620
8220
23640
18870
1150
1620
0
6700
4500
1200
2700
1700
1970
2760
2280
3000
1630
1790
1520
0
3240
1570
0
0
0
0
3470
0
0
0
27600
8160
15600
6990
410
7740
7690
6110
1300
1330
3890
1970

3211.25
1279.59
98.62
133.84
349.89
194.93
272.43
349.89
422.64
133.84
157.42
143.2
105.68
2040.31
1554.29
882.81
5350.17
7638.13
1004.99
1084.78
1930.06
10194.66
4430.68 Southern Railway Company
270.14 Jerusalem Baptist Church
380.38 Jerusalem Baptist Church
98.9 Mt Siani Holiness Church
1180.74
1056.6
281.76
937.9
399.07
462.61
648.06
382.74
803.4
382.82
420.19 Jerusalem Baptist Church
356.81 Jerusalem Baptist Church
0 City of Charleston
859.74
368.6
0 City of Charleston
0 City of Charleston
0 City of Charleston
0 City of Charleston
530.92
0 City of Charleston
0 City of Charleston
0 City of Charleston
7762.55
1114.52
4014.88
2061.28
86 St Johns Grand Lodge & ACP Travel
1251.56
1056.09
1533.55
381.13
389.24
583.18
462.47
Vacant
Specialty/ SMA
Residental
Specialty/SMA
Residental
Commerical
Residental
Residental
Residental
Vacant
1900 Excellent
1890 Excellent
1968 Very Poor
1890 Fair
1978 Poor
1900 Excellent
2006 Excellent
1920 Good

Residental
Vacant

Residental

1990

1872 Fair

Residental
Vacant

Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerial
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Specialty
Vacant
Vacant
Specialty
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
1972 Poor

1910 Good
1910 Poor

1972 good

Excellent
1890 Good

1968
1984

1987 Excellent
1987 excellent

1905 Very Poor
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4590601014 46 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601015 48 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601016 116 America st, Charleston
4590601017 America st, Charleston
4590601040 701 East Bay st, Charleston
4590601066 44 cooper st, Charleston
4590601069 114 America st, Charleston
4590601071 Cooper st, Charleston
4590604014 669 East Bay st, Charleston
4590604015 667 East Bay st, Charleston
4590604019 655 East Bay st, Charleston
4600404031 652 King st, Charleston
4590604074 677 King st, Charleston
4611303001 628 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303002 628 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303003 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303004 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303005 642 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303006 28 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303007 28 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303008 371 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303009 369 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303010 7 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303018 Cedar st, Charleston
4611303096 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303095 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303094 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303097 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303076 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303081 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303070 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303084 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303088 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303083 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303091 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303090 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303065 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303093 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303085 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303086 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303089 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303077 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303098 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303078 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303049 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303045 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303051 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303071 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303052 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303074 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303075 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303087 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303022 388 Nassau st, Charleston
4631604001 607 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604002 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604003 601 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604004 599 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604006 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604007 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604008 587 Meeting (587 1/2) st, Charleston
4631604009 260 Huger st, Charleston

4,400.00
54,500.00
36,400.00
0.00
12,000,000.00
162,500.00
50,000.00
0.00
184,500.00
361,000.00
825,000.00
2,528,000.00
1,707,000.00
556,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12,800.00
24,700.00
74,400.00
17,200.00
67,500.00
211,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
193,400.00
335,000.00
335,000.00
5,855,000.00
335,000.00
273,000.00
205,000.00
211,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
335,000.00
335,000.00
205,000.00
273,000.00
265,000.00
193,400.00
205,000.00
179,000.00
168,000.00
335,000.00
565,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
179,000.00
205,000.00
0.00
905,000.00
189,000.00
131,000.00
490,000.00
685,000.00
62,000.00
465,000.00
139,000.00

260
3270
2180
10
720,000
9750
3000
0
8560
21660
49500
92660
41150
26010
0
0
0
0
0
770
1480
2980
1030
1860
12660
8440
12300
11600
20100
20100
35130
20100
16380
12300
12660
8440
12300
20100
20100
12300
10920
10600
7740
12300
10740
6720
13400
33900
12660
12300
10740
12300
0
15870
2570
7860
29400
790
3720
690
2430

60.97
866.8
511.77
2.32 Undevelopable
194,597.40 Cigar Factory
2388.32
704.4
0 City of Charleston
1815.4
5171.78 Godley Investments Inc
11622.6 Smith East Bay LLC
21855.49
5168.01
6193.16
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
180.85
429.57
470
241.8
436.74
3071.58
1149.35
2987.04
2822.59
4818.48
4818.48
8248.52
4818.48
3945.02
2987.04
3071.58
1149.35
2987.04
4818.48
4818.48
2987.04
1458
1418.17
1062.38
2987.04
990.07
935.31
1766.63
7959.72
3071.85
2987.04
990.07
2987.04
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
3726.28
603.35
1845.54 Huger Properties LLC
6903.12
185.58
873.46
162
570.56
Residental
Commerical
Vacant
Specialty
Vacant
Commerical

1852 Fair
1880 Excellent

1971 Demolished

2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent

1910 Very Poor

1970 Poor

Undevelopable
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Park/Civic Space
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant

Specialty/ OFC
Residental
Residental

1898 Poor
1895 Good
1920 Fair

1973 Excellent

Vacant
Residental
Residental

1880 Very Poor
1920 Poor

89

4590601014 46 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601015 48 Cooper st, Charleston
4590601016 116 America st, Charleston
4590601017 America st, Charleston
4590601040 701 East Bay st, Charleston
4590601066 44 cooper st, Charleston
4590601069 114 America st, Charleston
4590601071 Cooper st, Charleston
4590604014 669 East Bay st, Charleston
4590604015 667 East Bay st, Charleston
4590604019 655 East Bay st, Charleston
4600404031 652 King st, Charleston
4590604074 677 King st, Charleston
4611303001 628 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303002 628 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303003 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303004 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303005 642 Meeting st, Charleston
4611303006 28 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303007 28 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303008 371 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303009 369 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303010 7 Nassau st, Charleston
4611303018 Cedar st, Charleston
4611303096 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303095 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303094 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303097 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303076 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303081 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303070 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303084 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303088 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303083 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303091 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303090 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303065 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303093 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303085 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303086 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303089 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303077 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303098 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303078 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303049 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303045 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303051 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303071 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303052 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303074 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303075 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303087 1 Cool Blow st, Charleston
4611303022 388 Nassau st, Charleston
4631604001 607 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604002 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604003 601 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604004 599 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604006 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604007 Meeting st, Charleston
4631604008 587 Meeting (587 1/2) st, Charleston
4631604009 260 Huger st, Charleston

4,400.00
54,500.00
36,400.00
0.00
12,000,000.00
162,500.00
50,000.00
0.00
184,500.00
361,000.00
825,000.00
2,528,000.00
1,707,000.00
556,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12,800.00
24,700.00
74,400.00
17,200.00
67,500.00
211,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
193,400.00
335,000.00
335,000.00
5,855,000.00
335,000.00
273,000.00
205,000.00
211,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
335,000.00
335,000.00
205,000.00
273,000.00
265,000.00
193,400.00
205,000.00
179,000.00
168,000.00
335,000.00
565,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
179,000.00
205,000.00
0.00
905,000.00
189,000.00
131,000.00
490,000.00
685,000.00
62,000.00
465,000.00
139,000.00

260
3270
2180
10
720,000
9750
3000
0
8560
21660
49500
92660
41150
26010
0
0
0
0
0
770
1480
2980
1030
1860
12660
8440
12300
11600
20100
20100
35130
20100
16380
12300
12660
8440
12300
20100
20100
12300
10920
10600
7740
12300
10740
6720
13400
33900
12660
12300
10740
12300
0
15870
2570
7860
29400
790
3720
690
2430

60.97
866.8
511.77
2.32 Undevelopable
194,597.40 Cigar Factory
2388.32
704.4
0 City of Charleston
1815.4
5171.78 Godley Investments Inc
11622.6 Smith East Bay LLC
21855.49
5168.01
6193.16
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
180.85
429.57
470
241.8
436.74
3071.58
1149.35
2987.04
2822.59
4818.48
4818.48
8248.52
4818.48
3945.02
2987.04
3071.58
1149.35
2987.04
4818.48
4818.48
2987.04
1458
1418.17
1062.38
2987.04
990.07
935.31
1766.63
7959.72
3071.85
2987.04
990.07
2987.04
0 SC Electric & Gas Company
3726.28
603.35
1845.54 Huger Properties LLC
6903.12
185.58
873.46
162
570.56
Residental
Commerical
Vacant
Specialty
Vacant
Commerical

1852 Fair
1880 Excellent

1971 Demolished

2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent

1910 Very Poor

1970 Poor

Undevelopable
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Park/Civic Space
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant

Specialty/ OFC
Residental
Residental

1898 Poor
1895 Good
1920 Fair

1973 Excellent

Vacant
Residental
Residental

1880 Very Poor
1920 Poor

90

PID
4590101006
4590101007
4590101009
4590101010
4590101012
4590101013
4590101014
4590101017
4590101026
4590101031
4590101032
4590101081
4590103003
4590103031
4590103045
4590103047
4590103048
4590103051
4590103052
4950103053
4590103054
4590103055
4590103056
4590103057
4590103058
4590103059
4590103060
4590103066
4590104001
4590104002
4590104003
4590104005
4590104006
4590104007
4590104008
4590104009
4590104010
4590104011
4590101016
4590104017
4590104018
4590104019
4590104020
4590104025
4590104026
4590200002
4590200005
4590200006
4590200008
4590200018
4590200022
4590501011
4590501014
4590501015
4590501016
4590501017
4590501018
4590501021
4590501022
4590501023
4590501024
4590501047
4590501055
4590501091
4590501092
4590501093
4590501094
4590501095
4590503001
4590503005
4590503006
4590503007
4590503008

Street_Address
212 Huger St, Charleston
218 Huger St, Charleston
222 Huger St, Charleston
224 Huger St, Charleston
230 Huger St, Charleston
232 Huger St, Charleston
234 Huger St, Charleston
Huger St, Charleston
616 Meeting St, Charleston
27 Cedar St, Charleston
25 Cedar St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
Johnson St, Charleston
578 Meeting St, Charleston
584 Meeting St, Charleston
590 Meeting St, Charleston
245 Huger St, Charleston
237 Huger St, Charleston
Nassau, Charleston
292 Nassau St, Charleston
235 Huger St, Charleston
233 Huger St, Charleston
231 Huger St, Charleston
229 Huger St, Charleston
227 Huger St, Charleston
Uart St, Charleston
Uart St, Charleston
294 Nassau St, Charleston
274 Hanover St, Charleston
278 Hanover St, Charleston
Huger St, Charleston
221 Huger St, Charleston
217 Huger St, Charleston
Huger St, Charleston
Huger St, Charleston
Huger St, Charleston
899 Huger St, Charleston
76 Stuart St, Charleston
74 Stuart St, Charleston
76 Stuart St, Charleston
Uart St, Charleston
78 Stuart St, Charleston
Hanover St, Charleston
Ameica St, Charleston
Morris Dr, Charleston
Morrison Dr, Charleston
Morrison Dr, Charleston
910 Morrison Dr, Charleston
930 Morrison, Charleston
Morrison Dr, Charleston
Morrison Dr, Charleston
529 Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
551 Meeting St, Charleston
547 Meeting St, Charleston
545 Meeting St, Charleston
537 Meeting St, Charleston
527 Meeting St, Charleston
525 Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
203 Jackson St, Charleston
193 Jackson St, Charleston
14 Drews ct, Charleston
78 Lee St, Charleston
80 Lee St, Charleston
82 Lee St, Charleston
528 Meeting St, Charleston
Walnut St, Charleston
179 Nassau St, Charleston
Nassau St, Charleston
104 Cooper St, Charleston
106 Cooper St, Charleston
108 Cooper St, Charleston

Market_Value_2011
0.00
95,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1,295,000.00
646,000.00
9,900.00
100,500.00
1,103,000.00
0.00
2,321,250.00
0.00
350,000.00
377,000.00
14,900.00
0.00
34,000.00
55,000.00
0.00
0.00
64,000.00
0.00
281,500.00
305,700.00
0.00
236,800.00
206,100.00
110,000.00
78,200.00
1,100,000.00
79,000.00
79,000.00
79,000.00
3,080,000.00
394,000.00
137,500.00
653,000.00
9,300.00
55,900.00
11,100.00
45,000.00
182,000.00
175,000.00
296,000.00
0.00
668,000.00
1,356,000.00
1,345,000.00
985,000.00
184,000.00
586,000.00
327,800.00
0.00
481,100.00
111,500.00
1,248,000.00
275,100.00
525,000.00
909,000.00
7,000.00
9,500.00
54,000.00
30,000.00
52,500.00
54,000.00
30,000.00
95,000.00
11,100.00
10,200.00
75,000.00

Tax_Value_2011
$0.00
$2,180.00
0
0
0
0
0
77,700.00
28430
590
2020
66180
0
139280
0
18630
14080
890
0
2040
3300
0
0
3840
0
9210
8220
0
9040
9310
6600
4690
66,000.00
1810
1810
1,810
95,840
9,040
3500
610
560
3350
670
1550
4210
10500
12560
0
40080
81360
80700
37540
4070
24080
11970
0
24700
6690
5520
7490
13310
5450
420
570
1490
830
1160
1490
1800
570
670
610
450

$0.00
$511.91
172
0
344
0
0
18243.96
172
138.43
350.39
15539.06
172
3440
98.9
86
3306.07
384.05
0
580.83
873.84
0
0
111.62
0
2162.52
1930.06
0
2822.67
2185.96
1549.68
1200.16
0
424.96
424.96
424.96
23,103.27
2,122.67
644.76
231.09
131.55
885.51
157.42
363.97
988.62
2465.4
3465.15
0
10852.4
1356
21820.61
10878.47
955.69
5740.03
2896.56
7912
5971.51
1669.8
1468.1
1758.55
3211.25
1279.59
98.62
133.84
349.89
194.93
272.43
349.89
422.64
133.84
157.42
143.2
105.68

Taxes_2011

Housing Authority

Public Works of the City

Greater Refuge Temple Church

Greater Refuge Temple Church

Greater Refuge Temple Church
Greater Refuge Temple Church

Charleston Water Works

Hotel
St. Phillip AME Church
Exhange Real Estate Holdings
Trustees for East Side Baptist Church

Greater Refuge Church
Greater Refuge Church
Greater Refuge Church
Greater Refuge Church
Greater Refuge Church
Hotel

Other_Information
SC Department of Transporation

Age_of_Structure

Good
Good
Excellent
Fair

Good
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Fair
Dilapidated

Fair
Good
Good
Good
1905 Very Poor

1950
1940
1975
1969

1985 Good
1980 Excellent

1978 good

1978 Good

1978 Good

1920 Good

1910 Fair
1935 Good

1960 Excellent

1940 Fair
1950 Excellent

1967 Fair
1961 Fair

1940 Demolished
1978 Demolished

1910 Demolisehd- New Development

1950
1990
1960
1986
1910

1910 Fair

1991 Good

1981
1971
1953
1910

Condition
1978 Good

Property_Type
Commercial
Vacant
Commerical
Commercial
Church
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Church
MFG/Industrial
Not Classified
Commercial
Commerical
Residental
Undevelopable
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Commercial
Vacant
Residental
Commerical
Parking
Parking
Parking
Specialty Office
Vacant
Residental
Residental
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commercial
Vacant
Specialty WHS
Commerical
Speciatly RTL
Specialty WHS
Residental
Specialty
Commerical
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant

91

4590503077
4590503078
4590503079
4590503080
4590503081
4590503082
4590503083
4590503084
4590503088
4590503136
4590504001
4590504002
4590504003
4590504047
4590504048
4590504049
4590504050
4590504051
4590504052
4590504053
4590504054
4590504055
4590504056
4590504114
4590504115
4590504116
4590504117
4590504118
4590504192
4590504193
4590504194
4590504195
4590504196
4590504197
4590504198
4590601001
4590601002
4590601003
4590601004
4590601005
4590601006
4590601007
4590601008
4590601009
4590601010
4590601011
4590601012
4590601013
4590601014
4590601015
4590601016
4590601017
4590601040
4590601066
4590601069
4590601071
4590604014
4590604015
4590604019
4600404031
4590604074
4611303001
4611303002
4611303003
4611303004
4611303005
4611303006
4611303007
4611303008
4611303009
4611303010
4611303018
4611303096
4611303095

Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
519 Meeting St, Charleston
517 Meeting St, Charleston
515 Meeting St, Charleston
515 Meeting St, Charleston
511 Meeting St, Charleston
88 Meeting St, Charleston
Line St, Charleston
America St, Charleston
America St, Charleston
America St, Charleston
62 Cooper St, Charleston
58 Aiken St, Charleston
79 Aiken St, Charleston
77 Aiken St, Charleston
75 Aiken St, Charleston
58 Cooper St, Charleston
68 Cooper St, Charleston
70 Cooper St, Charleston
74 Cooper St, Charleston
76 Cooper St, Charleston
Hanover St, Charleston
Hanover St, Charleston
Cooper St, Charleston
92 Cooper St, Charleston
168 Nassaust, Charleston
Cooper St, Charleston
Cooper St, Charleston
Cooper St, Charleston
Cooper St, Charleston
90 Cooper St, Charleston
Hanover St, Charleston
Hanover St, Charleston
1 Cooper St, Charleston
22 Cooper St, Charleston
24 Cooper St, Charleston
28 Cooper St, Charleston
30 Cooper St, Charleston
32 Cooper St, Charleston
34 Cooper St, Charleston
36 Cooper St, Charleston
38 Cooper St, Charleston
40 Cooper St, Charleston
Cooper St, Charleston
42 Cooper St, Charleston
46 Cooper St, Charleston
46 Cooper St, Charleston
48 Cooper St, Charleston
116 America St, Charleston
America St, Charleston
701 East Bay St, Charleston
44 cooper St, Charleston
114 America St, Charleston
Cooper St, Charleston
669 East Bay St, Charleston
667 East Bay St, Charleston
655 East Bay St, Charleston
652 King St, Charleston
677 King St, Charleston
628 Meeting St, Charleston
628 Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
642 Meeting St, Charleston
28 Nassau St, Charleston
28 Nassau St, Charleston
371 Nassau St, Charleston
369 Nassau St, Charleston
7 Nassau St, Charleston
Cedar St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston

236,000.00
180,000.00
102,000.00
552,000.00
673,000.00
116,000.00
77,000.00
137,000.00
510,300.00
560,000.00
19,100.00
2,700.00
0.00
207,100.00
7,500.00
20,000.00
45,000.00
28,400.00
32,800.00
54,500.00
57,000.00
50,000.00
27,100.00
29,900.00
25,400.00
0.00
54,000.00
26,200.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
86,700.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
48,400.00
20,400.00
260,000.00
116,500.00
6,902.00
243,500.00
192,200.00
101,900.00
21,600.00
0.00
97,200.00
32,900.00
4,400.00
54,500.00
36,400.00
0.00
12,000,000.00
162,500.00
50,000.00
0.00
184,500.00
361,000.00
825,000.00
2,528,000.00
1,707,000.00
556,000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12,800.00
24,700.00
74,400.00
17,200.00
67,500.00
211,000.00
211,000.00

8690
6620
3760
22420
29600
4280
4620
8220
23640
18870
1150
1620
0
6700
4500
1200
2700
1700
1970
2760
2280
3000
1630
1790
1520
0
3240
1570
0
0
0
0
3470
0
0
0
27600
8160
15600
6990
410
7740
7690
6110
1300
1330
3890
1970
260
3270
2180
10
720,000
9750
3000
0
8560
21660
49500
92660
41150
26010
0
0
0
0
0
770
1480
2980
1030
1860
12660
8440

2040.31
1554.29
882.81
5350.17
7638.13
1004.99
1084.78
1930.06
10194.66
4430.68
270.14
380.38
98.9
1180.74
1056.6
281.76
937.9
399.07
462.61
648.06
382.74
803.4
382.82
420.19
356.81
0
859.74
368.6
0
0
0
0
530.92
0
0
0
7762.55
1114.52
4014.88
2061.28
86
1251.56
1056.09
1533.55
381.13
389.24
583.18
462.47
60.97
866.8
511.77
2.32
194,597.40
2388.32
704.4
0
1815.4
5171.78
11622.6
21855.49
5168.01
6193.16
0
0
0
0
0
180.85
429.57
470
241.8
436.74
3071.58
1149.35
SC Electric & Gas Company
SC Electric & Gas Company
SC Electric & Gas Company
SC Electric & Gas Company
SC Electric & Gas Company

Godley Investments Inc
Smith East Bay LLC

City of Charleston

Undevelopable
Cigar Factory

St Johns Grand Lodge & ACP Travel

City of Charleston
City of Charleston
City of Charleston

City of Charleston
City of Charleston
City of Charleston
City of Charleston

Jerusalem Baptist Church
Jerusalem Baptist Church
City of Charleston

Southern Railway Company
Jerusalem Baptist Church
Jerusalem Baptist Church
Mt Siani Holiness Church

Excellent
Excellent
Very Poor
Fair
Poor
Excellent
Excellent
Good

2008 Excellent
2008 Excellent

1910 Very Poor

1970 Poor

Undevelopable
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Residental

Residental
Commerical
Vacant
Specialty
Vacant
Commerical

1852 Fair
1880 Excellent
1973 Excellent

Specialty/ OFC
Residental
Residental

Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Residental

Vacant
Specialty/ SMA
Residental
Specialty/SMA
Residental
Commerical
Residental
Residental
Residental
Vacant

Residental

Residental
Vacant

1898 Poor
1895 Good
1920 Fair

1880 Very Poor
1920 Poor

1872 Fair

1900
1890
1968
1890
1978
1900
2006
1920

1990

1972 Poor

1910 Good
1910 Poor

1972 good

Excellent
1890 Good

1968
1984

1987 Excellent
1987 excellent

Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerial
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Specialty
Vacant
Vacant
Specialty
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Residental
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
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4611303094
4611303097
4611303076
4611303081
4611303070
4611303084
4611303088
4611303083
4611303091
4611303090
4611303065
4611303093
4611303085
4611303086
4611303089
4611303077
4611303098
4611303078
4611303049
4611303045
4611303051
4611303071
4611303052
4611303074
4611303075
4611303087
4611303022
4631604001
4631604002
4631604003
4631604004
4631604006
4631604007
4631604008
4631604009
4631604010
4631604011
4631604013
4631604017
4631604019
4631604020
4631604021
4631604022
4631604023
4631604024
4631604025
4631604026
4631604027
4631604029
4631604030
4631604031
4631604032
4631604033
4631604034
4631604052

1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
1 Cool Blow St, Charleston
388 Nassau St, Charleston
607 Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
601 Meeting St, Charleston
599 Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
587 Meeting (587 1/2) St, Charleston
260 Huger St, Charleston
262 Huger St, Charleston
264 Huger St, Charleston
268 Huger St, Charleston
293 Huger St, Charleston
577 Meeting St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston
575 Meeting St, Charleston
573 Meeting St, Charleston
565 Meeting St, Charleston
563 Meeting St, Charleston
561 Meeting St, Charleston
559 Meeting St, Charleston
557 Meeting St, Charleston
Walnut St, Charleston
Walnut St, Charleston
42 Walnut St, Charleston
42 Walnut St, Charleston
40 Walnut St, Charleston
Walnut St, Charleston
Meeting St, Charleston

205,000.00
193,400.00
335,000.00
335,000.00
5,855,000.00
335,000.00
273,000.00
205,000.00
211,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
335,000.00
335,000.00
205,000.00
273,000.00
265,000.00
193,400.00
205,000.00
179,000.00
168,000.00
335,000.00
565,000.00
211,000.00
205,000.00
179,000.00
205,000.00
0.00
905,000.00
189,000.00
131,000.00
490,000.00
685,000.00
62,000.00
465,000.00
139,000.00
90,000.00
396,000.00
1,566,200.00
1,716,000.00
756,000.00
178,000.00
613,000.00
66,841.00
102,000.00
110,000.00
148,700.00
0.00
19,865.00
0.00
40,000.00
25,600.00
36,200.00
0.00
729,000.00

12300
11600
20100
20100
35130
20100
16380
12300
12660
8440
12300
20100
20100
12300
10920
10600
7740
12300
10740
6720
13400
33900
12660
12300
10740
12300
0
15870
2570
7860
29400
790
3720
690
2430
5400
23760
46570
61820
30840
3930
26420
0
6120
6640
3950
0
0
1980
0
1540
0
0
30640
11870

2987.04
2822.59
4818.48
4818.48
8248.52
4818.48
3945.02
2987.04
3071.58
1149.35
2987.04
4818.48
4818.48
2987.04
1458
1418.17
1062.38
2987.04
990.07
935.31
1766.63
7959.72
3071.85
2987.04
990.07
2987.04
0
3726.28
603.35
1845.54
6903.12
185.58
873.46
162
570.56
1267.92
5578.86
11020.6
14859.25
7538.22
922.76
6203.33
6880
1524.98
1699.15
774.42
0
965.26
0
0
460.67
113.85
0
7293.35
278.13
Crisis Ministries
City of Charleston Housing
Crisis Ministries
Crisis Ministries
Crisis Ministries
Crisis Ministries
Crisis Ministry

Interfaith Assistance Ministry

Huger Properties LLC

SC Electric & Gas Company

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Fair
Excellent
Poor
poor
Fair
Excellent

1967 Good

1910 Demolished
1920 Demolished

1975
1977
1985
1900
1910
1910

1985 demolished
1960 demolished
1973 demolished

1971 Demolished

2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Residental
Park/Civic Space
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Commerical
Speciatly WHS
Speciatly WHS
Parking
Specialty WHS
Not Classified
Commerical
Residental
Residental
Residental
Speciatly SMA
Vacant
Vacant
Residental
Residental
Vacant
Specialty

Appendix C
Parcel ID Numbers in CRBN TIF District

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If Available, the Following
Information Is
Provided for Each Individual Parcel

Photograph of Front Facade
Property ID (PIN)
Property Class Code
Address
Constructed Year
Market Value in 2011
Market Value in 2008
Condition Rating

The Following are Parcel Id’s (PIN) Not Listed
* Signifies Parcels located at 1 Cool Below

4590103052
4590104011
4590104020
4590200018
4590200022
4590501014
4590501055
4590501095
4590503088
4590503136
4590504114
4590504115
4590504116
4590501055
4590601071
*4611303095

*4611303094
*4611303097
*4611303076
*4611303081
*4611303070
*4611303084
*4611303088
*4611303083
*4611303091
*4611303090
*4611303065
*4611303085
*4611303086
*4611303089
*4611303077
*4611303098

93

*4611303078
*4611303049
*4611303045
*4611303051
*4611303071
*4611303052
*4611303074
*4611303075
*4611303087
4611303010
4611303018
4631604008
4631064020
4631604029
4631604030
4631604034

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class 			
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class 			
Market Value 2008		
Market Value 2011		

94

212 Huger St.
4590101006
General Commercial
1971
$0.00
$0.00		
Good

218 Huger St.
4590101007
Vacant Commercial Lot
$31,600
$95,000

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

222 Huger St.
4590101009
General Commercial
1981
$0.00
$130,000
Good

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2008		
Market Value 2011		
Condition Rating		

224 Huger St.
4590101010
General Commercial
1971
$0.00
$0.00		
Good

95

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

230 Huger St.
4590101012
Not Currently Classified
1971
$N/A
$N/A
Excellent

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

232 Huger St.
4590101013
Residential
1910
$N/A
$144,800
Poor

96

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

234 Huger St.
4590101014
Vacant Commercial Lot
$N/A
$N/A

Address			Huger St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590101017
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$1,295,000
Market Value 2008		

97

$1,150,000

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

616 Meeting St.
4590101026
General Commercial
1991
$646,000
$412,000
Good

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		

27 Cedar St.
4590101031
Vacant Residential Lot
$9,900

Market Value 2008		

98

$9,400

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

25 Cedar St.
4590101032
Residential
1910
$100,500
$85,500
Fair

Address			Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590101081
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$1,103,000
Market Value 2008		
$1,800,000

99

Address			Johnson St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590103003
Property Class Code		
Not Currently Classified
Market Value 2011		
$N/A
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition Rating		
Good

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

100

578 Meeting St.
4590103031
Manufacturing/Industrial
1950
$2,231,250
$N/A
Excellent

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

101

584 Meeting St.
4590103045
Not Currently Classified
1990
$N/A
$N/A
Excellent

590 Meeting St.
4590103047
General Commercial
1960
$350,000
$270,000
Good

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

245 Huger St.
4590103048
General Commercial
1986
$377,000
$204,000
Fair

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

237 Huger St.
4590103051
Residential
1910
$14,200
$14,900
Dilapidated

102

Address			292 Nassau
Property ID (PIN)		
4590103053
				4590103052
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Market Value 2011		
$34,000
Market Value 2008		
$32,000

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Constructed Year		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

103

235 Huger St.
4590103054
Residential
2013
$55,000
$47,100
New Construction

Address			
233/231/229 Huger St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590103055
				4590103056
				4590103057
Property Class Code		
Vacant Residential Lot
Market Value 2011		
$N/A
Market Value 2008		
$N/A

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Construction Date		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

104

227 Huger St.
4590103058
General Commercial
1978
$N/A
$N/A
Good

Address			Stuart St.
Property ID (PIN)		
459010359
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$281,500
Market Value 2008		
$133,500

Address			Stuart St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590103060
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$305,700
Market Value 2008		
$119,100

105

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

294 Nassau St.
4590103066
Vacant Residential Lot
$N/A`
$N/A

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

274 Hanover St.
4590104001
Vacant Residential Lot
$N/A`
$N/A

106

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

278 Hanover Street
4590104002
Vacant Residential Lot
$N/A`
$N/A

Address			Huger St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590104003
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$110,000
Market Value 2008		
$96,000

107

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Construction Date		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008
Condition Rating		

221 Huger St.
4590104005
Residential
1940
$78,200
$74,200
Fair

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Construction Date		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

217 Huger St.
4590104006
General Commercial
1950
$1,100,000
$109,100
Excellent

108

Address			Huger Street
Property ID (PIN)		
4590104007
				4590104008
				4590104009
Property Class Code		
Auto Parking
Market Value 2011		
$79,000
Market Value 2008		
$26,300

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Construction Date		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

109

899 Huger St.
4590104010
Specialty Office
1960
$3,080,000
$1,389,000
Excellent

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Construction Date		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

74 Stuart St.
4590104016
Residential
1910
$137,500
$131,000
Fair

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Construction Date		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

76 Stuart St.
4590104017		
Residential
1935
$65,300
$62,200
Excellent

110

Address			Stuart St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590104018
Property Class Code		
Vacant Residential Lot
Market Value 2011		
$9,300
Market Value 2008		

$8,900

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Construction Date		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
Condition Rating		

78 Stuart St.
4590104019
Residential
1920
$55,900
$53,200
Fair

111

Address			America St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590104025
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$45,000
Market Value 2008		
$22,500

Address			Morrison Dr.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590104026
				4590200002
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$175,000
Market Value 2008		

112

$169,000

Address			Morrison Dr.
Property ID (PIN)		
459020005
Date Constructed		
1978
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Market Value 2011		
$296,000
Market Value 2008		
$182,000
Condition			Good

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

113

910 Morrison Dr.
459020006
Vacant Commercial Lot
$N/A
$N/A

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

930 Morrison Dr.
4590200008
Vacant Commercial Lot
$668,000
$468,200

Address			
529 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501011
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Construction Date		
1978
Market Value 2011		
$985,000
Market Value 2008		
$544,000
Condition			Good

114

Address			
551 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501015
Property Class Code		
Specialty Warehouse
Construction Date		
1985
Market Value 2011		
$586,000
Market Value 2008		
$349,000
Condition			Good

Address			
547 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501016
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Construction Date		
1980
Market Value 2011		
$327,800
Market Value 2008		
$173,500
Condition			Good

115

Address			
545 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501017
Property Class Code		
Specialty
Construction Date		
N/A
Market Value 2011		
$N/A
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition			Excellent

Address			
537 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501018
Property Class Code		
Specialty Warehouse
Construction Date		
1950
Market Value 2011		
$481,100
Market Value 2008		
$358,000
Condition			Fair

116

Address			
527 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501021
Property Class Code		
Residential
Construction Date		
1940
Market Value 2011		
$111,500
Market Value 2008		
$106,200
Condition			Good

Address			
525 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501022
Property Class Code		
Specialty
Construction Date		
1975
Market Value 2011		
$124,800
Market Value 2008		
$80,000
Condition			Fair

117

Address			
Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501023
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Construction Date		
1980
Market Value 2011		
$275,100
Market Value 2008		
$108,600
Condition			Poor

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

118

203 Jackson St.
4590501024
Vacant General Commercial
$525,000
$192,900

Address			
193 Jackson St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501047
Property Class Code		
Residential
Construction Date		
1905
Market Value 2011		
$90,900
Market Value 2008		
$86,400
Condition			Dilapidated

Address			
78/80/82 Lee St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590501091
				4590501092
				4590501093
Property Class Code
Vacant Residential/Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$9,500
Market Value 2008		
$9,000

119

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

528 Meeting St.
4590501094
Vacant Residential/Commercial Lot
$52,500
$16,800

Address			179 Nassau
Property ID (PIN)		
4590503001
				4590503005
Property Class Code		
Vacant Residential Lot
Market Value 2011		
$30,000
Market Value 2008		
$26,600

120

Address			
104/106/108 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590503006
				4590503007
				4590503008
Property Class Code		
Not Currently Classified
Construction Date		
N/A
Market Value 2011		
$N/A
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition			Good

Address			Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590503077
				4590503078
				4590503079
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$236,000
Market Value 2008		
$126,000

121

Address			519 Meeting
Property ID (PIN)		
4590503080
Date Constructed		
1987
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Market Value 2011		
$552,000
Market Value 2008		
$325,000
Condition			Excellent

Address			
515/513/511 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590503082
				4590503083
				4590503084
Property Class Code		
Vacant Community Lot
Market Value 2011		
$137,000
Market Value 2008		
$146,000

122

Address			
America St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590504001
				4590504002
				4590504003
Property Class Code		
Not Currently Classified
Construction Date		
N/A
Market Value 2011		
$N/A
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition			Good

Address			
62 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590504047
Date Constructed		
1890
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$207,100
Market Value 2008		
$2200,700
Condition			Good

123

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

58 Aiken St.
4590504048
Vacant Residential Lot
$75,000
$118,400

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

79 Aiken St.
4590504049
Vacant Residential Lot
$20,000
$15,000

124

Address			
77 Aiken St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590504050
Date Constructed		
1972
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$45,000
Market Value 2008		
$59,900
Condition			Good

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

125

75 Aiken St.
4590504051
Vacant Residential Lot
$28,400
$27,600

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

58 Cooper St.
4590504052
Vacant Residential Lot
$32,800
$31,800

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

68 Cooper St.
4590504053
Vacant Residential Lot
$54,500
$33,200

126

Address			
70 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590504054
Date Constructed		
1910
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$57,000
Market Value 2008		
$55,400
Condition			Good

Address			
74 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590504055
Date Constructed		
1910
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$50,000
Market Value 2008		
$65,400
Condition			Dilapidated

127

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

76 Cooper St.
4590504056
Vacant Residential Lot
$27,100
$26,300

Address			
92 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590504117
Date Constructed		
1972
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$54,000
Market Value 2008		
$80,600
Condition			Dilapidated

128

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

168 Nassau St.
4590504118
Vacant Residential Lot
$26,200
$25,400

Address			
90 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590504196
Date Constructed		
1990
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$86,700
Market Value 2008		
$84,300
Condition			Good

129

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

1 Cooper St.
4590601001
Vacant Commercial Lot
$N/A
$N/A

Address			
22 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601002
Date Constructed		
1900
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$484,000
Market Value 2008		
$248,500
Condition			Excellent

130

Address			
24 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601003
Date Constructed		
1890
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$204,00
Market Value 2008		
$198,500
Condition			Excellent

Address			
28 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601004
Date Constructed		
1968
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$260,000
Market Value 2008		
$229,000
Condition			Dilapidated

131

Address			
30 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601005
Date Constructed		
1890
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$116,500
Market Value 2008		
$113,000
Condition			Fair

Address			
32 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601006
Date Constructed		
1978
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Market Value 2011		
$6,902
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition			Poor

132

Address			
34 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601007
Date Constructed		
1900
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$243,500
Market Value 2008		
$236,300
Condition			Excellent

Address			
36 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601008
Date Constructed		
2006
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$192,200
Market Value 2008		
$186,900
Condition			Excellent

133

Address			
38 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601009
Date Constructed		
1920
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$101,900
Market Value 2008		
$99,100
Condition			Fair

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

134

40 Cooper St.
4590601010
Vacant Residential Lot
$21,600
$21,000

Address			
42 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601012
Date Constructed		
1872
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$97,200
Market Value 2008		
$94,500
Condition			Fair

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

135

46 Cooper St.
4590601013
Vacant Residential Lot
$32,900
$91,900

Address			
48 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601015
Date Constructed		
1880
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$54,500
Market Value 2008		
$52,900
Condition			Poor

Address			
116 America St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601016
Date Constructed		
1920
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$36,400
Market Value 2008		
$35,300
Condition			Dilapidated

136

Address			
701 East Bay St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601040
Date Constructed		
1898
Property Class Code		
Specialty Office
Market Value 2011		
$12,000,000
Market Value 2008		
$12,450,000
Condition			Poor

Address			
44 Cooper St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601066
Date Constructed		
1895
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$162,500
Market Value 2008		
$157,500
Condition			Good

137

Address			
114 America St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590601069
Date Constructed		
1920
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$50,000
Market Value 2008		
$48,600
Condition			Fair

Address			
669 East Bay St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590604014
Date Constructed		
1852
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$184,500
Market Value 2008		
$179,500
Condition			Good

138

Address			
667 East Bay St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590604015
Date Constructed		
1880
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$162,500
Market Value 2008		
$157,500
Condition			Good

Address			
655/659/661/665 East Bay St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4590604016
				4590604017
				4590604018
				4590604019
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$825,000
Market Value 2008		
$1,000,000

139

Address			
652 King St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4600404031
Date Constructed		
1973
Property Class Code		
Specialty Warehouse
Market Value 2011		
$2,528,000
Market Value 2008		
$1,324,000
Condition			Excellent

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

140

677 King St.
4600404074
Vacant Commercial Lot
$1,707,000
$319,000

Address			
628 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4611303001
				4611303002
				4611303004
Date Constructed		
1971
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Market Value 2011		
$556,000
Market Value 2008		
$377,000
Condition			Dilapidated

Address			
28 Nassau St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4611303006
				4611303007
Property Class Code		
Vacant Residential Lot
Market Value 2011		
$12,800
Market Value 2008		
$12,200

141

Address			
371 Nassau St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4611303008
Date Constructed		
1910
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$24,700
Market Value 2008		
$23,500
Condition			Dilapidated

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

142

369 Nassau St.
4611303009
Vacant Residential Land
$N/A
$71,100

Address			
1 Cool Blow
Property ID (PIN)		
4611303096*
Date Constructed		
2008
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$211,000
Market Value 2008		
$224,000
Condition			Excellent
*Additional Parcels listed on page 1

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		
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388 Nassau St.
4611303022
Vacant Commercial Lot
$N/A
$N/A

Address			
607 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604001
				4631604002
				4631604003
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$905,500
Market Value 2008		
$230,000

Address			
260/262/264 Huger St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604009
				4631604010
				4331604011
Property Class Code		
Vacant Commercial Lot
Market Value 2011		
$139,000
Market Value 2008		
$35,200
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Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

268 Huger St.
46316040013
General Commercial
$1,566,200
$675,000

Address			
Property ID (PIN)		
Property Class Code		
Market Value 2011		
Market Value 2008		

293 Huger St.
46316040017
Specialty Warehouse
$1,716,000
$896,000
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Address			
577 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
46316040019
Construction Date		
1973
Property Class Code		
Specialty warehouse
Market Value 2011		
$756,000
Market Value 2008		
$447,000
Condition			Fair

Address			
575 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604021
Date Constructed		
1975
Property Class Code		
Specialty Warehouse
Market Value 2011		
$613,000
Market Value 2008		
$383,000
Condition			Fair
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Address			
573 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
46316040022
Construction Date		
1977
Property Class Code		
Not Currently Classified
Market Value 2011		
$N/A
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition			Excellent

Address			
565 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604023
Date Constructed		
1985
Property Class Code		
General Commercial
Market Value 2011		
$102,000
Market Value 2008		
$106,000
Condition			Poor
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Address			
563 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604024
Date Constructed		
1900
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$110,600
Market Value 2008		
$105,200
Condition			Poor

Address			
561 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604025
Date Constructed		
1910
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$148,700
Market Value 2008		
$141,300
Condition			Fair
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Address			
559 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604026
Date Constructed		
1910
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$N/A
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition			Excellent

Address			
557 Meeting St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604027
Date Constructed		
N/A
Property Class Code		
Specialty
Market Value 2011		
$19,865
Market Value 2008		
$N/A
Condition			Excellent
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Address			
40/42 Walnut St.
Property ID (PIN)		
4631604031
				4631604032
				46331604033
Date Constructed		
1910
Property Class Code		
Residential
Market Value 2011		
$25,600
Market Value 2008		
$24,400
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